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1.

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order at 9:43 am.

2.

APPROVALOF AUGUST8, 1991, MINUTES
The following correction was recommended
by Birgit Brazill, Culver City: Page4,
Paragraph2, Lines 2-3, shall state *...Proposition A discretionary spillover funds...".
The minutes were approved as corrected.

3.

CITY OF LOS ANGELESINCLUDED OPERATORSTATUS
Alan Patashnick, LACTC,reported that an additional item be addedto the report
such that the Commissionstaff and B0Sreview the way the FAPformula is utilized
with regard to fare units and vehicle miles.
Action still

4.
5.

stands on City of Los Angelesbecomingan included operator.

CiTY OF SANTA CLARITA INCLUDED OPERATORSTATUS
and
ANTELOPEVALLEY TRANSIT INCLUDED OPERATORSTATUS
It was noted byMsGriffin that the Subcommitteehad previously taken action on
Item #4 and Item #5, but that a directive betweenLACTCstaff, Neil Peterson and
the General Managersdictated that these issues would not moveforward unless a
consensus was reached on these issues. Since a consensus was not reached
regarding TDA-8funds, this issue was reintroduced to the agendaas an action item.
A handout concerning Items 4 and 5 (attached) was distributed.
Discussion on Item 4 involved concerned thefollowing issues:
A motion that *the staff would recommend
that it be LACTCpolicy that
unclaimedProposition A discretionary spillover funds for eligible
municipal operators cannotbe carried over." (Birgit Brazill)
LancasterlPalmdale objections to Point 6 of the handout and LACTC’s
control over the type, quantity and quality of service in their area. Since
Lancaster and Palmdaleby city charter haveno property taxes, all of
their street maintenancedollars comefrom Article 8 funds. (Dolores
BuddelI-Teubner)
Motion to add Ms Brazill’s
"nay" votes.

recommendationcarried by voice vote; there were no
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A motion was then madeby Ms Brazill to approve the attachment, as amended,for
both Santa Clarita and Antelope Valley Transit. After somediscussion of Article 4
versus Article 8, the motion carried by a hand vote of 10 "yea" and 2 "nay’.
6.

PRIVATE SECTORFORUMUPDATE
A meeting was announced for Monday, September 23rd at 1;00 pm. Roomwill
announced.(Jim Parker)

be

The agreed-to amendments
to the draft (Sections 1 and 3) will be included inthe
mail-out packet that will be included the meeting announcement.Section 2
remains to be discussed.
7.

FY 1992 TRIENNIAL PERFORMANCE
AUDITS
Julie Austin informed the group that PhaseI will be due at the end of April 1992,
and that PhaseII is scheduledto end in July 1992.
Discussion ensuedconcerning Category D - Analysis. Consultants will be asked
to bid for eachtask, and certain tasks will possibly be eliminated.
Other topics of discussion included:
ITEM11 (Spare Ratios). UTMA
has approvedhigher spare ratios for
alternate fuel vehicles (AFVs). Birgit Brazill recommended
analyzing
particulate traps to help determinespare ratios. A further
¯ recommendationwas madeto delete the second sentence of Item
11, and that, in the future, studies be performedon other areas such
as operating costs of AFVs, namelyclean-air buses.
ITEM13 (Effective Allocation of Resources)~TomRubin explained that
the RTDDatabaseis a proprietary system, in that the data
encryption and compressiontechnique used results in the input data
becomingintellectual property of the Megadyne,the system
developer. Therefore, the RTDcan give out information but not input
data. RTDhandles 88%of the County’s transit and over 80%of its
scheduling information and changes.
Birgit Brazill stated that performanceaudit should be a well defined
area, and that CCISdoes not fit into the Subcommittee’sneeds,
especially given the potential cost and complexity. CCISwas
subsequently deleted from the audit, and the need for a separate
study was established.
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ITEM15 (Graffiti andVandalism).Julie Austin expressedthat there
doesnot seemto be any consistent standardfor reporting the co~t
of vandalism
andgraffiti.
TomRubinquestionedwhetherthe cost of vandalismincluded the
cost of security as well. Augmented
security, he stated, wasnot the
only responseto vandalism.One-hundred
percent instant cleaningis
another,whereby
buseswill not be releasedfromthe yardsuntil all
graffiti is removed.
Theimmediate
removalof graffiti is seenas a
deterrent since taggerstake pride in seeingtheir workdisplayed,
especially on buseswith larger routes, whichexposesthe tags to
otherarea~s.
It wasexpressedthat standardsof whatgraffiti costs andwhat
constitutes an incidenceof graffiti wereneeded.It wassuggested
to
simply documentthe costs incurred due to vandalism. RexGephart
pointed out that the groupwaspresumingthat security will combat
vandalism,and that combattingvandalismwill improveservice or
ridership.
It wasagreedto changethe wordingof the secondsentenceof
Item 15 to read "Baseduponthese findings, and uponoperator
interviews, evaluatethe extent of the problem,anddevelopa
methodology
for quantifying this problem."
ITEM17. "SYstemwide"
refers to each operator as one system.
AppendixA contains incorrect numbersfor Torrance.
With this information, andwith the explanationthat this item was
incorrectly listed as INFORMATION
whenit wasin fact an
ACTION/DISCUSSION
item, the item was approvedas amended
by voice
vote, with oneabstention.
8. COURTRULINGON HALF-FAREBENEFITS
Carried over to next meeting.
9. CONGESTIONMANAGEMENT
PROGRAMUPDATE
Carried over to next meeting.
10. REVENUE
VEHICLEREPLACEMENT
STUDY
RexGephartannounced
that this study, last seenas part of a 1989audit, has

00000.5
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returned, with the consulting firm Booz-Allen nowperforming the vehicle
replacement study.
Birgit Brazill expressedthat there is a needto addressreplacing all buses, not just
diesel buses.
Cindy Pollan, Booz-Allen, will commence
the study on Monday,September16. A
conclusion is projected for 12191, so that the result can be given to PMICfor
1993 implementation, The initial study will assess the capital cost, maintenance
cost and operating cost, with the goal of optimizing the cost and timing of
replacing buses.
11, FY 1990-91 INFLATION RATE FOR LOS ANGELES
A newissue of the handoutwas distributed to correct an error in the previous
copy.
12. ASSEMBLY
BILL 347 - Relating to drug testing
The bill will be on the legislative agendain December.
13.

FY 1989-90

TRANSIT PERFORMANCE
MEASURES

Rex Gephart informed the group that someof the numberson pages 37 and 38
of the Meeting AgendaPacket are incorrect because someof the data used was
from 1989 instead of 1990. Mr Gephart hopes to revise and reissue the
information within one week.
14.

NEW BUSINESS
None.
Ms Griffin nominatedJim Mills, GardenaBus Lines, to oversee conducting the
election of officers for the subcommittee.

15.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 12:35 pm.

Submitted by:
CHRISTOPHERHOFFMAN.
September 25, 1991
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SUBCOMMITTEE

PRESENT

Name

AqenCy

Stephanie
Griffin
David Feinberg
Jim Mills
Birgit Brazill
Mary Lau

Santa Monica
Arcadia
Gardena
Culver City
L.A. Co. Dept. of
Public Works
La Mirada
Long Beach
Montebello
SCRTD
Torrance

John Dimario
Mark Malone
Larry Torres
A1 Reyes
Bob Hildebrand

OTHERS

PRESENT

MiMe Prior
Dolores
Buddell-Teubner

LACTC

STAFF

Santa Clarita
Palmdale

MEMBERS

Brent Cardwell
Steve Gleason
Ray Maekawa
Jim ortner
Jim Parker

CALL
The

PRESENT

Richard
DeRock
Desiree
Portillo-Rabin0v
Bryce Little
Dale Royal

TO ORDER
Meeting

APPROVAL

OF

was

called

SEPTEMBER

to order

12,

1991

at 9:45

a.m.

MINUTES

Members
noted errors
on the attendance
sheet:
Representations
from
Santa clarita
and Palmdale
were mistakenly
listed as voting members, which had not yet been approved.
The minutes
were approved
as
corrected.
LosAngeles
County
818WestSeventh
Street
Transportation Suite1100
LosAngeles.
CA90017
Commission
Tel213623-1194
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AMENDMENT

TO

BUS

3,

1991

OPERATIONS

SUBCOMMITTEE

BYLAWS

Birgit Brazill,
Culver City, presented
the item. Brazill
noted that
the Bylaws were revised
to reflect
the expanded
number of voting
members
on the Subcommittee,
which occurred
as a result of Antelope
Valley Transit
and Santa Clarita
Transit
becoming
Eligible
Municipal Operators.
The amended
bylaws
were moved and approved
as presented.

ELECTION

OF

BOS

OFFICERS

Jim Mills, Gardena,
conducted
the nominations
and elections
process. The final list of candidates
appears
on the ballot (see Attachment
A). With 13 ballots
cast, the BOS members
elected
to
serve as officers
until October
1992 are:

Chairperson
Vice Chairperson
Secretary

BUS

ELECTRIFICATION

Stephanie
Griffin
Birgit Brazill
Mike Uyeno

----

- UPDATE

Jim Ortner,
LACTC, presented
the item. Ortner informed
members
that
ICF Kaiser was selected
for a $6 million
contract
to complete
preliminary
engineering
on 3 or 4 bus routes to be electrified.
SCRTD
will manage the project.
Long Beach and Montebello
will be involved
in planning
and development.
With a target completion
date of Summet 1993, vehicle
specifications
should be ready by Spring 1992,
and electric
line construction
can be completed
shortly
thereafter.
The vehicles
take 24 months to be manufactured,
(some designs
incorporate
low floors and independent
drive).
For funding,
LACTC will cover capital
costs, the operator
will cover operating
expenses.
There is a local commitment
required
for
trees, street furniture,
and bus stops.
Refer all
for LACTC.

comments

and

questions

to Jim

Lair,

the

project

manager
¯

OO3
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TDA

ARTICLE

3,

1991

8 GUIDELINES

Stephanie
Griffin,
Santa Monica,
presented
the item. Griffin
noted
that the LACTC Planning
and Mobility
Improvemen£
Committee
(PMIC)
asked the BOS to develop
options
for governing
the use of TDA Article 8 funds in the Cities
of Lancaster
and Palmdale.
Normally,
TDA Article
8 funds can be used for both bus transit
and street improvement
projects.
But, when Lancaster
and Palmdale
became eligible to receive
Proposition
A Discretionary
funds, the Prop A
Guidelines
prohibit
the use of the Prop A dollars
before all available TDA funds are expended
on bus transit needs.
Birgit Brazill,
Culver City, stated that her city will accept only
a strict interpretation
of the Prop A Guidelines
- which means no
use of TDA-8 funds on streets
and roads.
Dolores
Buddell-Teubner,
Palmdale,
stated that, without
a local property
tax, her city depends on TDA-8 funds for road construction
and repair expenses.
After much discussion,
Stephanie
Griffin
reiterated
her desire to
reach a compromise
and scheduled
a special
meeting
to discuss
the
issue for October 14, 1991 at 9:30 a.m.

PROPOSITION

C DISCRETIONARY

GUIDELINES

Brent Cardwell,
LACTC,
presented
the item. Cardwell
distributed
5-page outline
describing
the mandated
programs
component.
He
directed
members
to attend the upcoming
workshops
on the A[~ to
here more details
about the mandated
programs.

a

BOS members
suggested
that the Policy Section
develop
an
how the Prop C Guidelines
relate to the 30-Year
Financial
using perhaps
5-year financial
forecasts.

of

30-YEAR

FINANCIAL

PLAN

Steve Gleason,
LACTC,
provided
the update.
Gleason
revised
draft would be available
in November,
which
the Commission’s
decision
to abandon
the CPI - 1/2%
cost containment.

REVISED

outline
Plan,

FY 90 TRANSIT

PERFORMANCE

noted that a
will reflect
requirement
for

MEASURES

Dale Royal,
LACTC, distributed
the revised
worksheets.
Royal noted
that the previous
draft had contained
errors from including
charter
bus statistics
in the calculations.

O04
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REVISED

FY 92

STATE

3, 1991

TRANSIT

ASSISTANCE

Dale Royal, LACTC, distributed
the worksheet.
Royal noted that cost
per hour calculations
were adjusted
slightly
for most operators
based on comments
received
from members
over the previous
months.
Montebello’s
cost per hour figures
changed
enough to.allow
them to
~ass the efficiency
test and become eligible
to recelve
STA funds
in FY 92.

NEW

BUSINESS
Ray Maekawa,
LACTC, distributed
copies of on-board
survey
questionnaires
for the operators
to use for the update of
Regional
Origin-Destination
Study.

o

Neil Peterson
invited
operators
to a dinner meeting
to discuss
transit
reorganization
proposals.
Call the LACTC receptionists
for details (213) 623-1194.

ADJOUlhNMENT
The

the

meeting

adjourned

BOS:MINUTES.BOS
DR:db

at

11:20

a.m.

BUS OPERATIONS
SUB(Xlv;Mi.A-x~:~:
NOMINATING BALLOT
~

03,

1991

(Please vote for one only in each position)

CHAIRPERSON
Stephanie Griffin
Bob Hildebrand

Birgit Brazill

Bob Hildebrand
Mike Uyeno

ATTACHMENT

A

ITEM

October

M~MO

18,

#6

1991

TO:

BUS

OPERATIONS

FROM:

JULIE

AUSTIN,

SUBJECT:

LACTC

POLICY

SUBCOMMITTEE

- 11/14/91

MEETING

POLICY/kN/~YSIS(~
ON

PA~S

TO

TRANSIT

OPERATORS

ISSUE

transitClarificationoperators, of LACTC policy on payments of funds requested by
RECOMMENDATION
Review

and

comment.

RELATIONSHIP

TO 30-YEAR

INTEGRATED

F!~AN_CIAL

PLA~_

A clear understandi~g
and enforcement
of the Payment
policy Will
ensure that funds are disbursed
in accordance
with the projects
and
goals delineated
in the 30-Year
Plan, upon adoption
by LACTC.
BUDGET _I]~PACT
No direct

impact

to LACTC

budget.

BACKGROUND
During the past year, LACTC and SCRTD staff have-been
working
together
to resolve
a number of issues regarding
payment
of
outstanding
invoices.
An ongoing
area of dispute
is whether
or not
LACTC is required
to pay "lost interest"
to SCRTD.
The SCRTD has
requested
reimbursement
of approximately
$1.2 million
for "lost"
interest
related
to Foothill
Transit
Zone line transfers.
LACTC
has previously
acted to deny payment
of interest.
Foothill
issues
were resolved
as part of the 8-Point
Agreement
between
SCRTD and
LACTC, and interest
payments
were not included
in this agreement.
SCRTD staff, however,
continues
to bill LACTC for "lost" interesn
related
to Foothill
and other "late"
payments,
even if these
payment
requests
are disputed
by LA~TC and/or documentation
is
inadequate
to substantiate
payment.
As reported
to the F&PC on 1/14/91,
there is no stipulation
in any
agreement
between
the Commission
and a transit
operator
for payment
of "lost"
interest.
Furthermore,
there are no transit
funding
programs
on the local, state or federal
level which include
"lost"
interes~
as a reimburseable
expense.

LosAngeles
County
818WestSeventh
Transportation SuiLe1100
LosAngeles.
CA90017
Commission
Tel213623-1194
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- 11/14/91
MEETING
Transit
Operators

Although
many of the outstanding
issues
have been resolved,
future
misunderstandings
may be avoided
if a clear understanding
of
LACTC’s
policy
regarding
payments
to operators
exists.
The LACTC’s
basic commitment
to payment
processing
is 30 days for transit
operators;
staff has an informal
agreement
with SCRTD for payment
processing
in 12 working
days. These policies
are detailed
in
adopted
guidelines
for each funding
source.
Key policies
affecting
Transportation
Development
Act, State Transit
Assistance
Funds, and
Proposition
A 40% Discretionary
Funds have been summarized
on
Attachment
A for clarification
and easy reference.
Comments
received
at the October
15 General
Managers
meeting
have been
incorporated
into Attachment
A.

PREPARED

Attachment

BY:

JULIE AUSTIN
POLICY PROJECT

MANAGER

BOS -- 11/14/91
ATTACHMENT
"A"

DRAFT SUMMARY
OF KEY POLICY ISSUES
~RLATED
TO TRANSIT
OPERATOR
PAYMENTS
IT IS LACTC’S

OBJECTIVE

TO PAY

OPERATORS

IN A TIMELY

MANNER:

For TDA claims:
Upon receipt
of all necessary
documentation,
LACTC staff will request
SCAG to disburse
funds to the
operator.
If a complete
TDA claim is received
prior to the
10th day of the month, the claim can be processed
that month.
Claims received
after the tenth of the month cannot be
processed
until the following
month.
No payments
will be made to an operator
until complete
and
accurate
documentation
(including
an approved
operating
budget
which does not show a deficit)
is received
in accordance
with
state law and state and local funding
guidelines.
No Proposition
A Discretionary
funds will be disbursed
prior
to approval
of a claim for Transportation
Development
Act
(Articles
4 and 6.5) funds. Article
4 operating
funds will
disbursed
monthly,
and capital
funds will be disbursed
in
arrears,
after the operator
submits
proof that such capital
funds have been encumbered.
Article
6.5 (State
Transit
Assistance
Funds)
will be disbursed
quarterly
for operating
purposes,
unless otherwise
approved
bY LACTC for special
projects.
Proposition
A Discretionary
funds will be disbursed
monthly
for operating
purposes.
Until Prop. C funds are
available,
Prop. A Discretionary
funds will be considered
the
funds of last resort,
unless the operator
qualifies
for fare
subsidy
funds (Sec. 4.2, Prop. A Discretionary
Guidelines).
Final adjustments
to funding
allocations
will be made annually
based on audited
statements.
All funds allocated
to operators
must be expended
for" the
purposes
for which they were originally
allocated.
Any
reallocation
of funds approved
by LACTC is subject
toJthe
Transportation
Improvement
Program (TIP) approval
process.
If funds exceeding
current
year budget requirements
are
requested
by an operator,
a revised
operating
budget and other
documentation
as requested
must be submitted
to LACTC staff
prior to preparation
of a formal request
for Commission
approval.
If Commission
action has been taken previously
to resolve
a
payment
dispute,
that action
will be considered
final.
Any
invoices
received
relating
to the resolved
dispute
will not be
considered
for payment.
All

payments

are

subject

to

fund

availability.

02i

ITEM

November

MEMO

5, 1991

TO:

BUS

OPERATIONS

SUBCOMMITTEE

- 11/14/91

FROM:

JULIE

SUBJECT:

PROPOSITION
A 40% DISCRETIONARY
RESTRUCTURING
OF BASE SHARES

AUSTIN,

MEETING

POLICY/~I/~YSIS~
FUND

AIJ~CATION

-

ISSUE
In accordance
with the revised
Proposition
A 40% Discretionary
Guidelines
adopted
April 24, 1991, LACTC staff is working
with
transit
operators
to develop
a methodology
for recalculating
"base"
levels of Proposition
A 40% Discretionary
funds in the event of
service
additions,
new operators,
or service
reductions.
RECOMMENDATION
Review
and comment.
Approval
will be requested
from LACTC
RELATIONSHIP

TO

30-YEAR

of the base restructuring
methodology
after BOS review and approval.

INTEGRATED

FINANCIAL

PLAN

Development
of a method for restructuring
"base" service ].evels
for
Prop. A 40% Discretionary
recipients
will ensure a continuing
source of funding
for new and/or expanded
transit
operations,
enabling
service
levels
to keep pace with levels projected
in the
30-Year Plan.
BUDGET

IMPACT

No direct

impact

to

LACTC

budget.

BACKGROUND
The revised
Proposition
A 40% Discretionary
Guidelines
adopted
April 24, 1991, state that "LACTC agrees
to develop
a methodology
in cooperation
with bus operators
for determining
future fiscal
year changes to the base year not&d above (FY 1992 formula,
shares
based on FY 1990 audited
data).
LACTC recognizes
that new services
have been added since FY 1990, and agrees that those services
will
be given priorityin
the development
of new fund uses."

LosAngeles
County
618W~t$~verzt~
Street
Transportation $~ite11oo
LosAngeles.
CA90017
Commission
Tel213623-1194
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Page 2.

FUND

AT~CATION

-

Attachment
A presents
four scenarios
summarizing
issues
discussed
previously
with a BOS working
group regarding
restructuring
base
service
levels and the resulting
change in funding
allocations
for
individual
operators.
The scenarios
are based on the assumption
that ANY SERVICE
ADDED
AFTER FY 1990 WILL NOT BE ALLOCATED
ADDITIONAL
FORMULA
FUNDS (e.g.,
Section
9, TDA, STA). Redeployment
of services
within
base FY 90
levels
is permitted.
The intent
is to focus Proposition
C
resources
on the most cost-effective
services.
As required
in the Proposition
A Discretionary
Guidelines,
the
"base" service
level for Proposition
A Discretionary
funding
effective
in FY 92 will be the level of service
as reported
in the
FY 1990 Transit
Performance
Measurement
(TPM) report. ~ On a
competitive
basis via application,
service
above FY 90 levels will
be funded with Prop. C funds (pending
the outcome
of Current
litigation
and approval
of remaining
Proposition
C 40%
Discretionary
Guidelines).

PREPARED

BY:

JULIE AUSTIN
POLICY PROJECT

MANAGER

" 023
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ATTACHMENT

"A"

SCENARIOS
FOR RESTRUCTURING
METHODOLOGY
OF THE PROPOSITION
A DISCRETIONARY
BASE

SCENARIO

I:

NEW/EXPANSION
SERVICE
(INITIAT~FUNDEDWITH
PROPOSITION
C SYSTEM CAPACITY
EXPANSION
FUNDS)

After being awarded
Proposition
C 40% Discretionary
grant funds,
"Operator
X" operates
a new transit
service
during a demonstration
period
of one to threeyears.
LACTC
finds the project
successful,
and the service
is incorporated
into the Proposition
A
Discretionary
"Base" for permanent
funding.
New/expansion
service
will require
separate
reporting
during the
demonstration
period
for monitoring
purposes.
Since each
operator’s
Prop. A "base" funding
will remain unchanged,
all
new/expansion
service
must be reported
on separate
TPM reporting
forms.
If Operator
X also receives
formula
funds,
the
new/expansion
service
should
not be added to the formula,
but
funded 100% from Prop. C Discretionary
funds transferred
to the
Prop. A "Base".
The amount
of funds transferred
from Prop. C will
equal the amount of funds allocated
for the new or expansion
service
during the last year of the demonstration
period,
plus CPI.
After service
is added to the base, the percentage
shares
will
change
without
reducing
other operators’
funding.
The transferred
Prop. C funds will keep the operators
"whole".
Adding
these
services
to the FAP could dilute
the funding
available
through
federal
and state revenue
sources,
forcing
operators
to maintain
their base service
levels with a declining
funding
allocation.
Further
discussion
about the impact of "freezing"
the state and
federal
(Sec. 9, TDA, STA) formula
shares is warranted
(i.e.,
impact of adding new operators,
and whether
or not this complies
with the adopted
FAP).

SCENARIO

II:

NEW/EXPANSION

SERVICE

(FUNDED

BY OPERATOR)

If an operator
adds service
over the FY 90 "base" levels,
it must
be at the operator’s
expense
and approved
by LACTC based on
financial
capacity
certification.
An operator
cannot
assume
that
added service
not approved
by LACTC will become eligible
for
Proposition
C and/or Sec. 9, TDA and STA formula
funds.
The Prop. A Discretionary
Guidelines
state that "LACTC recognizes
that services
have been added by the operators
since FY 1990, and
agrees that those services
will be given priority
in the
development
of new fund uses."
The Prop. C 40% Bus System
Capacity
Expansion
administrative
guidelines
will address

RESTRUCTURING
Page 2.

SCENARIOS

requirements
for continued
"base",
as well as Transit
services.

SCENARIO

III:

REDUCED

funding
of service
added over the
System Expansion
and Incentive

FY 90

SERVICE

If an operator
cuts service
from the FY 90 base service
level
without
providing
a comparable
and effective
alternative
service,
siqnificant
service
reductions
(examples
of "significant"
reductions
could be I0,000 hours or 5% total system
vehicle
service
hours, whichever
is less; or percentage
of miles and fare units)
would require
funding
reductions.
The measurement
of red~[ction
and
what constitutes
a "significant"
reduction
in service
levels
require
further
discussion.
However,
service
reductions
should
be
monitored
on a systemwide
basis.
Systemwide
monitoring
allows
operators
to achieve
effective
redeployment.
LACTC staff will
monitor
audited
service
levels annually
based on separate
reporting
forms.
Once a "significant"
service
reduction
is identified,
LACTC staff
will recalculate
the formula
to determine
the marginal
change
in
overall
service
levels.
The percentage
of the reduction
will be
applied
to the overall
dollars
allocated
to the operator,
and that
dollar
amount
will be reduced
from the operator’s
base. For
example:
During
Year I an operator’s
funding
level is 50% of the
base, or $i00,000.
In Year II, service
hours are reduced
5%.
After recalculating
the formula,
the marginal
reduction
in the FAP
share is two percent,
leaving
the operator
with a total 48% funding
level.
Assume
CPI at five percent
over two years.
If the operator
had maintained
its service
levels from Year I, it would have
received
$I00,000
plus five percent
CPI, or $105,000,
in Year III
(adjustment
takes place in Year III to allow time to review audited
data).
However,
the two percent
reduction
in the share would be
subtracted
from the dollar amount (two percent
of $i05,000),
reducing
the total subsidy
in Year III to $102,900.
Year

I Funding

Year

III

Funding

50%

- 48%

= 2%

$105,000

Level

= 50%,

Level

$I00,000

= 48%, after recalculating
based on reduced
service

of $105,000

- $2,100

or

(base

= $102,900

The $2,100 would be transferred
Expansion
account.

to

+ CPI)

(Year

III

the

Prop.

formula
levels

= $2,100
Prop.
C Bus

A allocation)
System

Capacity

NOTE: Vehicle
service
hours are one option
for measuring
service
reductions.
Other options
include
Peak Vehicles,
Vehicle
Service
Miles,
or a combination
of various
service-related
measurements.
Internal
discussion
to date has centered
around
systemwide
vehicle
service
hours for ease of administration,
and to
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operators

flexibility

in redeployment

of existing

services.

When funding
is reduced
for one operator,
the funding
levels will
not be changed
for other operators.
The lapsing
funds could be
transferred
to a separate
Bus System Capacity
Expansion
account
in
the operator’s
name for two years to augment
available
funding
for
new and expansion
service.

SCENARIO

IV:

ADDING

AN

OPERATOR

Any new operators
petitioning
for inclusion
into the FAP and the
Discretionary
Base will be subject
to the LACTC-adopted
requirements
for new included
municipal
operators
in accordance
with TDA law. The Foothill
Transit
Zone lines will be phased
into
the formula
beginning
in FY 93 (lines 495 & 498, plus County Bus
Service
Continuation
Lines).
Final phase-in
of Foothill
will occur
in FY 96 or 97 at the latest.
Pending
LACTC approval,
LADOT will be added to the funding
in FY 93. Alternative
funding
sources
are being evaluated
Santa Clarita
and Antelope
Valley.
It is anticipated
that
growth over inflation
will be used to fund these operators,
including
their "base" funding.

package
for
Prop. A

New operators
who operated
successful
Prop. C System
Capacity
Expansion
demonstration
projects
will be funded from the Prop. A
Base. The amount
of funds transferred
to the "base"
from Prop. C
should equal the amount of funds allocated
during the last year of
service,
plus CPI growth in receipts.
OTHER

ISSUES

The following
Steve Brown’s
Service

information
is taken from
summary
of the 7/9/91 BOS

Notification

SCRTD Supervising
Planner
WorMing
Group discussion.

Policy:

Whenever
a service
change proposed
by an operator
is subject
to the
LACTC’s
adopted
Service
Notification
Policy,
the operator
Will
demonstrate
whether
and how the changed
service
effectively
provides
comparable
service.
This comparable
service
can be
provided
via restructuring,
redeploying,
or replacing
service
with
a different
mode or operator.
All operators
will ensure that the Service
Notification
Policy
is
followed
and that route and schedule
changes
subject
to the policy
are communicated
amongst
all operators
that could possibly
be
affected.
Any problems
will be handled
through
the service
dispute
resolution
process.
As a courtesy,
ALL schedule
changes
should
be
communicated
to potentially
affected
operators.
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Allocation

Procedure

Issues:

How would the constantly
changing
FAP for the other funding
sources,
such as Federal
Section
9, TDA and STA affect those
operators
that don’t do much service
expansion?
Should
a floor be
put under the FAP) to prohibit
excess
changes
in the shares?
(This
is addressed
by the suggestion
of funding
any new/expansion
service
strictly
from the Discretionary
Base, and transferring
Prop. C
funds + CPI to offset losses to other operators.)
Alternative

Modes:

How would funding
be adjusted
in response
to service
changes
and
reductions
due to the implementation
of alternative
modes?
One
option would be to allow any savings
incurred
from reducing
a line
that ran parallel
to new rail service
to be transferred
to
alleviate
bus overcrowding,
or to bus electrification.
Since
formula
funds are allocated
based on bus service,
and have
restrictions
on their use, it may be inappropriate
to reallocate
bus subsidies
to rail operations.
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ITEM

November

MEMO

TO:

6,

1991

FROM:

BUS

OPERATION~C~MMITTEE

SUBJECT:

BRENT
DRAFT

CARDWEL~OJECT

PROPOSITION

MANAGER-

C DISCRETIONARY

TRANSPORTATION
GRANT

PROGRAM

POLICY
GUIDELINES

Attached
please find the latest draft of the Prop. C Discretionary
Grant Program
Policy and Administrative
Guidelines.
OVer the last
six weeks, the Policy Guidelines
have undergone
an extensive
review
in the Bus Operations
Subcommittee.
These
latest
draft
Policy
Guidelines
reflect the comments
and suggestions
raised by the BOS.
The accompanying
Administrative
Guidelines
represent
the first
draft
of the actual
grant
applications
and instructions.
The
Administrative
Guidelines
will undergo
a similar review process at
the BOS over the next three weeks.
Staff plans to bring both sets of guidelines
for review, discussion
and adoption£o
the Committees
and the Commission
in December 1991.
-Following
adoption,
staff
will work closely
with prospective
applicants
to provide
training
and assistance
on correctly
completing
the grant applications.
By the time Proposition
C funds
are made available
(hopefully
by Summer
1992),
all interested
applicants
will
have
received
training
on completing
grant
applications
thereby
allowing
the Commission
to expedite
funding
disbursement
as soon as possible.

Attachments

LosAngeles
Count~818
West
Seventh
Street
11O0
Transportation Suite
LosAngeles
CA90017
Commission
Tel213623-1194

Leading the Wayto Greate; Mobility
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Statement

of Fundinq

These funds
objectives:

are

EXPANSION

COMMISSION
GUIDELINES
COMPONENT

DRAFT

Intent
intended

to

accomplish

several

Implement
~ervice
that is cost effective
delivers
high mobility
per marginal
subsidy
expended).
Encourage
and reward cost
base and expansion.service.
Strengthen
system.

and

improve

the

effective

regional

primary

(i.e.,
dollar

improvements

to

transportation

The Proposition
C Discretionary
funds
are to be the
"funds
of last resort."
They are available
only after
all other
reasonable
funding
opportunities
have been
exhausted.
Co

II.

Proposition
accordance
guidelines
Integrated

Project

C Discretionary
funds are to be applied
in
with the objectives,
program
priorities
and
set forth in the Commission
adopted
30 Year
Transportation
Plan (30 Year Plan).

Eliqibility

Priority
will be given to funding all existing
rail
operating
(defined
as Base Service)
and capital funding
shortfalls
prior to funding
any service
expansionor
new rail
extension.
For light rail, base or existing
rail service,
will be defined as the level of annual service miles and hours
determined
by the LACTC and the contracted
rail operator every
two fiscal
years. These base rail operating
parameters
will
be incorporated
into a biennial
Rail Operating
Agreement.
As
rail extensions
are added, base service
will be redefined
under the terms set forth in each subsequent
Rail Operating
Agreement.
Current
and future Proposition
C Discretionary
funding may be ~eadjusted
if any service
changes
deviating
from this agreement
are not authorized
by the Commission.
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For commuter
(or heavy) rail, Proposition
C Discretionary
funding can be applied
to funding
base and expansion
service
as defined in the five-county
operating
agreement
and adopted
by the Southern
California
Regional
Rail Authority.
All
Proposition
C 10% Commuter Rail funds must be exhausted
before
any commuter
rail projects
can be eligible
for Discretionary
funding.
All rail
eligible

A.

operating
and capital costs (base and expansion)
for Proposition
C Discretionary
funds.

Eligible

PrOjects

(Light

Rail

and

Commuter

are

Rail):

Rail Operating.
Projects
eligible
for funding
under
this component
include
new service
and
service
expansion
projects
that
demonstrate
regional
system
enhancement.
New service
and
service
expansion
are defined
as: Rail Extensions
and Base Rail Service
Expansion,
respectively.
- Rail Extensions
involve
(i.e., additional
track

major capital
miles), and

expansion

Expansion
is confined
to
- Ease Rail Service
expanding
service (e.g., headway reduction)
along
a fixed-length
single guideway.
"Base Service"
is
negotiated
in two year blocks between
the
Commission
and the contract
operator
in
terms of service
miles and hours.
All demonstrated
relevant
operating
costs
under either category
are eligible
for funding.
These include:
direct labor, propulsion
power and
overhead costs.

o

Rail Capital.
Projects
eligible
for funding
under
this Component
include
expenses
for both Rail
Extensions
and Base Rail Service Expansion.
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Eligible Rail Extension capital costs include:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Right-of-way acquisition
All EIR efforts and preliminary
Construction
Rolling stock

engineering

Eligible Base Rail Service Expansion capital costs
include additional marginal capital costs, such as:
a~
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Station modifications
¯New stations
Signalization.improvements
at grade crossings
Facility modifications/expansion
Grade separations
Other capital expenses reqhired to support
increased service

Vehicle rehabilitation and replacement of expansion
vehicles are eligible after all other funding
sources are exhausted. Capital improvements for Metro
Rail Project between Union Station and Hollywood are
ineligible for funding.
From a practical standpoint, Base Rail Service Expansion
represents a limited number of options; physical
constraints (i.e., fixed miles of track, fixed platform
dimensions) limit the extent of possible expansion.
However, headway reduction., increased service hours and
station modifications are viable projects that can
accommodate increased ridership and service demand.
Each project will be evaluated first on a case-by-case
basis against the objectives and program priorities set
forth in the 30 Year Plan. Proposed projects that meet
these requirements
compete against all other proposed
Proposition c Discretionary projects. These projects are
then ranked by funding priority based on various general
criteria:
For Base Rall Servloe Expansion, priority will given to
projects that leverage the most non-Proposition C
funds. In those cases where projects are co-proposed
under another Proposition C component the Commission,
where appropriate, will require 25% local match. If
a rail expansion project, for example, originally
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requesting
funds under the Proposition
C Commuter Rail
and Transit
Center Component
requests
additional
Discretionary
Program funding,
a 25% local match could
be required
to receive DisCretionary
Program
funding.
For Rail Extension
projects,
priority
will be given to
those projects
that leverage
the most federal,
state,
local and other external
funding.
Rail extension
projects
will receive
priority
ranking
according
to
conformance
with criteria
set forth in the 30 Year
Plan. As adopted in the Pla~, the Local Funding Policy
requires
a minimum 20% local funding commitment
of the
projected
final design and construction
costs.
The first two years Of funding
Base Rail Service
Expansion
projects
not requirinq
additional
capital
.investment
(e.q. headway reduction),
is considered
experimental.
The service expansion
evaluation
criteria,
described
below, ’will be included
in the Rail Operating
Agreement.
In summary,
all rail project
applications
for
Proposition
C Discretionary.
funding will be evaluated
and prioritized
based upon conformance
with the following
criteria
(in order of importance).
i.

Conformance
and consistency
adopted Integrated
30 Year

2. Leveraging
3.

outside

Cost efficiencies
(described
below)

Minimum

Criteria

for

funding
and

Project

with the Commission’s
Transportation
Plan.
(where

possible).

performance

measures

Eligibility:

The eligibility
criteria
presented
general
guidelines
discussed
above
descriptions
of cost efficiency
and

below expand on the
as well as detailed
performance
criteria.

Certification
that the proposed
goals,
guidelines
and priorities
Commission
adopted
30 Year Plan.

project
meets
presented
in

the
the
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Certification
that all existing
funding
have been committed
and are unavailable
expansion
projects/services.

sources
for

Good faith effort~
to provide
the highest
local
contribution
possible is required for all proposals.
Proposed
Rail
Extension
or Base
Rall
Service
Expansion
projects
should exhibit
improved
farebox
recovery
and cost efficiencies.over
the life of the
project or demonstration
period (where applicable).
Farebox
recovery
targets
and timing
of target
achievements
will be established
on a case-by-case
basis and will be documented
in the Rail Operating
Agreement.
"~
The LACTC will discourage
funding
applications
for
projects
that do not ¢~early
demonstrate
how
operating
cost efficiencies
and farebox
recovery
will improve
over the life of the project
or
demonstration
.
perio
d
Proposed
Base
Rail
Service
Expansion
and Rail
Extensions
must exhibit
a lower
local
operating
subsidy per linked passenger
(local subsidy defined
as Proposition
C funds
only)
than
base
rail
service.
Local operating
subsidy
per linked rider
targets and the timing of target achievements
will
be established
on a case-by-case
basis.
Financial
capacity
certification
is required
for
all projects,
as per the UMTA
requirements
and
process.
(Applicants
must demonstrate
current
and
future financial
capacity to continue
operating
the
new/expanded
service).
All capital
projects
are
subject
to the TIP review and approval
process°
At the Commission’s
discretion,
all eligibillty
criteria
can be waived, modified and amended to reflect amendments
and changes in the 30 Year Plan.

Co

Funding

Procedures

Base Rail Service
Expansion:
Once expanded
approved,
the LACTC will commit to the level

service
is
of operating
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funding above base rail service funding for the specific
project
for a demonstration
period of up to two years.
The agreed service level increase
as well as additional
funding
will be attached
to the existing
Rail Operating
Agreement.
The rail operator
must submit interim reports
annually,
prior to funding
authorization
for the next
demonstration
year. Each status report will be evaluated
against
the original
project
application.
Any material
deviations
from the original
project
proposal
will be
evaluated
individually.
Based
on the nature
of the
project
and the annual
project
performance
review,
the
LACTC
can suspend
or cancel
any future
demonstration
funding.
Operating and capital funds. (if require~) are provided
costs are incurred.
Project
implementation
is required
within
six months
of agreed
scheduled
start-up.
If
project
start-up
exceeds
six months
the LACTC
can
suspend, cancel or decrease .project funding.
Should
the Commission
decide
to continue
operating
funding
beyond
the demonstration
period,
the increased
service
miles and hours
will be incorporated
into the
Proposition
C ,’base service";
permanent
funding and new
base service
levels will be reflected
in the subsequent
two-year
Rail Operating
Agreement.
Rail Extensions:
Rail extension
capital
funding
will be
provided
as required
by the Commission.
There will beno
demonstration
period for rail extensions.
Once approved
by the Commission,
ali associated-operating
costs become
incorporated
into ~he "base service"
level and in
the two-year
Rail Operating
Agreement.

III.

Project

Submittal

and

Approval

proces-

AmDllcations.
.Depending
on the applicant,
new or
revised project
applications
will be submitted
annually
and approved
or disapproved
bythe Commission
policy
board. Application
forms, procedures
and schedules
will
be distributed
annually.
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Base Rall Service
Expansion.
Applications
include the following
information:

must

Operating:
Definition
of headways
by time of day, service
hours
and miles, and total estimated
operating
cost.
Applications
need not specify
stop locations
or
specific schedule (i.e., arrival and departure
time by
stop).
b.

Projected
new linked
passengers
to becarried
by the
proposed.expansion
(as defined
in the Administrative
Guidelines)°
In the case of projects
that reduce
overcrowding
on existing
parallel
bus service
or
replace
bus service,
those so-called
"forced
transfers"
resulting
from reduced
or canceled
bus
service should be included
as new linked passengers.

c. Estimated
that will

farebox
pay for

recovery
and other funding
the proposed
project.

sources

A worksheet
calculating
the minimum local contribution
is desired (maintenance
of effort),
and an indication
of the actual amount of local contribution
committed
to the project.
Final net Proposition
C funding
required
for the
service
expansion
request,
expected
net change in
linked passengers,
and a calculation
of net
linked passenger
trips per additional
Proposition
C
dollar requested.
fo

A statement
indicating
that the
the agency’s
best estimates
and
available
should it be required.

submittal
represents
that backup data is

The final application
must be approved
by the
applicant’s
governing
board; however,
a preliminary
application
may be submitted
if it is signed by the
Chief Executive
Officer or General Manager.
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Capital:
Where applicable all capital project applications are
subject to the TIP review process and require UMTA
financial capacity certification. The capital request
must be paired with an operating cost request, if
funding for both is necessary.
Additional information required within the application
includes:
- Total capital costs and -estimated
revenues ¯ by
sou~c 9 to fund
the capital
request.
The
Proposition
C Discretionary
funds
needed
to
supplement all existing .revenue sources is to be
specified,
as well as any other Proposition
C
funding applications.
Rail Extensions. Since the Commission is the sole
agency empowered to build rail transportation in Los
Angeles County (thus being the only applicant),
submitting a funding.application is not required.
After filling all base rail service funding deficits, all
Rail Extension and Base Rail Service Expansion projects
will compete with other proposed Discretionary projects
based on performance against the above noted criteria.
As recipients of Proposition C Discretionary funding for
their "base" system, the rail operator is required to
certify that the base will be maintained with existing
funding sources.
Applicants
must
demonstrate
that
Proposition
C
Discretionary funds applied for under this category are
supplemental to federal, state and existing local funding
and revenue sources.
Project applications must include adequate information to
support Commission funding analysis, but should not be an
excessive administrative burden. Applications should be
clear and concise.
Operators
must provide backup
information if so requested by the LACTC.
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Requirements

where applicable
claimants
will be subject to an annual audit
and must
comply
with
federal
UMTA
Section
15 reporting
requirements.
In addition,
claimants
must annually
submit
Transit
Performance
Measurement
(TPM) reporting
forms,
and
annual
warranties
will
be required,
as described
in the
Proposition
A 40% Discretionary
Guidelines.

DRAF~
LOS ANGELES
PROPOSITION
SERVICE

QUALITY

AND

COUNTY
C 40%
CUSTOMER

TRANSPORTATION
DISCRETIONARY
CONVENIENCE

WORKING

Statement

of Fundinq

COMMISSION
GUIDELINES
IMPROVEMENTS

COMPONENT

DRAFT

Intent

Funds allocated
under the Service-Quality
and Customer
Convenience
Improvements
component
are intended
to
accomplish
the following
primary objectives:
Improve
transit
service quality
and
customer
convenience
and comfort.

increase

Enhance.access
to transit
and promote easy
interface
with other.transportation
modes,
including
driving,
walking,
bicycling,
and
sharing.
o

Promote

the safety

and.security

.of

ride-

passengers.

Improve
the cleanliness
and appearance
of transit
vehicles,
stations,
stops, and facilities.
Promote
network

an integrated,
coordinated
transportation
throughout
Los.Angeles
County.

The Proposition
C Discretionary
grant funds are
the "funds
of last resort."
They are available
after all other reasonable
funding
opportunities
been exhausted.
Proposition
accordance
guidelines
Integrated

II.

Pro~ect
7
A.

to be
only
have

C Discretionary
funds
are to be applied
in
with the objectives,
program
priorities
and
set forth in the Commission
adopted
30 Year
Transportation
Plan (30 Year Plan).

Eliqlbilit

Eligible

Projects

Capital
expenditures
to improve
and augment
existing
transit
service
only will be eligible.
Types of
eligible
projects
include:
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i. Technological
-

improvements

such

as:

Farebox equipment
Passenger
counters
Security
equipment
Improvements
related
to the application
Americans
with Disablities
Act

2. Capital

and

operating

improvements,

such

of

the

as:

- Bicycle
racks, lockers,
in-vehicle
storage
racks and r~lated
administration
costs at
designated
transit
centers
- Improvementsto
existing
bikeways
and park-and-ride
lots
- Transit stations
- Transit security
equipment
- All other projects
currently
eligible
under
Proposition
C Rail an~’Bus
Security
- Bicycle
Accessibility
improvements
prevention
and removal at transit
- Graffiti
facilities
only
- Additional
security
personnel
All project
funding
will.be
evaluated
on a case-by-case
basis. Priority
will be given to those projects
not.
proposed
to be funded with other Proposition
C funds.
Where applicable,
projects
included
in Proposition
A base service
are not eligible.
Where possible,
projects
co-proposed
under another
Proposition
C
component
will require
25% local match. If a security
project,
for example,
originally
proposed
under the
Proposition
C Rail and Bus Security
Program
was also
proposed
for additional
Discretionary
Program
funding,
a 25% match of local funds would be required
under the
Discretionary
Program.
The first one to three years of funding
for operating
expenses
related to improvements
will be considered
experimental.
All proposed
operating
funding
for
improvements
will be evaluated
on a case-by-case
basis.
By providing
capital
funding under this component,
LACTC does not commit to providing
commensurate
operating
funds.
At the Commission’s
discretion,
all eligibility
criteria
can be waived,
modified
and amended
to reflect
amendments
and changes in the 30 Year Plan.
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Minimum

Criteria

for

Documentation
and
fund sources
have
for the project(s)

Project

Eligibility

certification
that all
been committed
and are
requested.

existing
unavailable

to provide
local contribution
are
2. Good faith efforts
required
for all project
proposals.
High local
contributions
and improved
cost effectiveness
are
stressed
and will be considered
in the project
evaluation.
Local igontribution
includes
the TDA.and
TPM definitions,
i~c!uding
auxiliary
income.
4.

Financial
capacity
certification
f~r all projects,
as per the UMTA definitions
and standards.
Applicants
must demonstrate
current
and future
financial
capacity
to sustain all new operating
costs.

Funding

procedures

Once a project for new or expanded
service
is approved,
the LACTC will commit to the level of funding
provided
for the specific
project
for the agreed on
demonstration
period
(one to three years).
Applicants
must submit annual reports
on project
status prior to
funding authorization
for the next demonstration
year.
Each status report will be evaluated
against
the
original
project
application.
~ny material
deviations
from the original
project
proposal
will be evaluated
on
a individual
project
basis.
Based on the project
annual performance
review,-the
LACTC can suspend
or
cancel any future demonstation
funding
(capital
and
operating).
LACTC can also require
repayment
of
capital funds allocated
to the demonstration
project.
Normally,
operating
and capital
funds are provided
as
costs are incurred.
However,
funding
can also be
advanced
under special
circumstances.
Project
implementation
is required
within six months of the
agreed
scheduled
start-up
date. If project
start-up
exceeds
six months the LACTC-can
suspend,
cancel or
decrease
project funding.
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Should the Commission
decide to continue
operating
funding
for the project
beyond the demonstration
period funds will be provided
annually,
adjusted
with Proposition
C receipts,
capital
funds
supporting
these ongoing
services
are eligible
projects
for funding.

III.

Project

At

Submittal

and

Approval

Process

Applications.
Allocation
shall be at the discretion0f
the LACTC, based upon. an application
process.
Applicants
must provide
the following
information
in a
Project Description
Form (see Administrative
Guidelines)
when applying
for funds:
I. Capital

project

2. Implementation
3.

Description
safety and

cost

and

proposed

funding

sources;

schedule;

of expected
improvements
to customer
convenience
or service
quality;

4. Estimated
annual
proposed
funding

operating
sources.

and

maintenance

costs

and

New project
proposals
will compete
with~one
another
based on performance
against the above noted criteria.
Project
applications
must include
adequate
information
to supportCommission
funding
analysis,
but should not
be an excessive
administrative
burden.

ADDroval
proposed
Projects

Process.
Approval
shall
begiven
for
projects
meeting
LACTC-adopted
criteria.
will be evaluated
in the following
areas:

i.

Conformance
and consistency
adopted
Integrated
30 Year

2.

Customer

3. The
and

convenience

amount of local
TPM guidelines);

and

with the Commission,s
Transportation
Plan;

safety

contribution

impact;
(as

defined

in TDA
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4. Cost

effectiveness.

At its discretion,
the Commission
may adjust and
reinterpret
evaluation
criteria
and funding
levels to
adapt to special
funding
situations
and opportunities
as they arise.

IV.

Reportinq

and

Auditinq

Requirements

All claimants
will be subject
must comply with UMTA Section
requirements.

to
15

an annual
reporting

audit

and

The operator
must submit a project-evaluation
and
financial
review four months prior to the end of each
demonstration
year. Any proposed
or foreseen
changes
to project
scope, cost and schedule
must be included
in
the evaluation.
LACTC will annually
review
and
evaluate
each demonstration
project
based on agreed
project
performance
criteria.
The Commission
will
determine
if the project
should continue
to receive
demonstration
funding
and/or permanent
funding.

DRAFI"
LOS ANGELES
PROPOSITION

COUNTY
C 40%

TRANSPORTATION
DISCRETIONARY

MANDATED

PROGRAMS

WORKING

I.

Statement

of Funding

COMMISSION
GUIDELINES

DRAFT

Intent

Funds allocated under the Mandates Component
are intended
to accomplish
the following
primary
objectives:
o Provide funding for transit operators
and the
meet. legislative
and governmental
mandates;
o Implement these programs in the most
coordinated
fashion;
and
o

B

Strengthen
system

improve

the

regional

cost-effective

to

and

transportation

Proposition
C Discretionary
grant funds are to be the
"funds
of last resort".
These funds will only be
provided
if all other reasonable
funding
opportunities
have been exhausted.
Proposition
accordance
guidelines
Integrated

II.

and

LACTC

Project

C Discretionary
funds are to be applied in
with the objectives,
program priorities
and
set forth in the Commission
adopted
30 Year
Transportation
Plan (30 Year Plan).

Eliqibility

The LACTC adopted the Americans
with Disablities
Act and
the South Coast Air Quality Management
Plan as the only
two programs
that fall under the definition
of "Mandated
Programs".
Any changes to this policy must be adopted by
the LACTC.
In response
to the ADA, the Commission
established
the
Consolidated
Transit Services
Agency (CTSA). This entity
interprets
and applies the federal ADA mandates,
including
the authorization
and distribution
of local
funds to ADA projects.
The Agency’s
Paratransit
Plan
represents
the Commission
blueprint
for meeting
this
federal
requirement
in Los Angeles County over the next
30 years.
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Non-fixed
route paratransit
providers
in Los Angeles
county are not required
to participate
in the CTSA
Paratransit
Plan. However,
by not participating
the
operator may forego the opportunity
to receive additional
LACTC operating
assistance
associated
with complying with
the ADA.
Fixed route transit
providers
are eligible
only for
capital
funds in complying
with the ADA. On an
exception
basis only, the Commission-can
waive this
requirement.
The Los Angeles
South Coast Air Quality
Management
Plan
(AQMP) outlines
the federal.and
state air quality
mandates
and guidelines
through
the year 2010. As a
driving force in the development
of the 30 Year Plan,
present
and future air quality
requirements
play an
important
role in the project selection
and funding
priorities
establishedin
the plan.
Proposition
C
Discretionary
funds are to be applied in accordance
with
the AQMP.

A. Eligible

Projects:

AMERICANS

WITH

DISABILITIES

ACT:

All extraordinary
marginal
capital =osts associated
with the implementation
of the Americans
with
Disabilities
Act Compliance
Paratransit
Plan. The
Commission
will follow UMTA definitions
for capital
costs in determining
extraordinary
captial costs°

’

Funding
for LACTC’s
Consolidated
Transit Services
Agency administration
of the Paratransit
¯
Plan, including
the development
of the required
annual paratransit
and accessible
service
plans.
AIR

QUALITY

MANDATEs:

The marginal
capital cost over a standard
vehicle
for acquisition
and retrofitting
of alternatively
powered transit vehicles.
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Marginal
capital
and operating
costs associated
wi~h
facility
modifications
that accommodate
alternative
fuels and power sources.
All project funding wi~l be evaluated on a case by case
basis. Priority
will be given to those projects
with
no other available
funding source and to those projects
where failure to implement would endanger other funding
or service operations.
Where appropriate,
the first one to three years of
funding for operating
expenses related to improvements
will be considered
experimental.
By providing
capital
funding under this compon~h,
LACTC does not commit to
providing
commensurate
operating
funds.

B.

Eligible

Applicants

Any Los Angeles
County municipality,
joint powers
authority,
the County of ~os Angeles,
the Southern
California
Rapid Transit
District
and the Long Beach
Public Transportation
Corporation.
Other public
and
private
non-profit
organizations
may receive
funding
under this component
through
the sponsorship
of an
eligible applicant.

Minimum

Criteria

for

Project

Eligibility

i. Documentation
and certification
that all available
funding
sources
have been committed
and are
unavailable
for the project(s)
requested.
2.

3.

Project Confozmance
appropriate
local¯,
regulations.

documentation
with all
state and federal rules

Inclusion in the Transportation
(TIP) and any affected
short
plansl

and

Improvement
Program
range transportation

¯
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D.

DISCRETIONARY

Funding

GUIDELINES

Procedures

Air Quality
and ADA Capital
Projects:
Projects
approved
in this category
shall be funded for
extraordinary
marginal
capital costs on a one time per
project
basis.
Funding
may be provided
for a single
project
over a multi-year
period if the LACTC
determines that such an arrangement,
is in the interests
of countywide
mobility.
As a rule, capital
funds will
be provided as costs are incurred.
At the Commission’s
discretion,
however, funds can be advanced
immediately
prior to project implementation.
Project
.
implementation.is
required
within six months of an
agreed start up date’. ~ If actual sta~t-up exceeds t~s
date by more than six months, the LACTC can suspend,
cancel or decrease
project funding.
CTSA Operations
and Administration:
Funding
for
the operations
and administration
of the CTSA will ~e
provided
annually,
adjusted
for inflation
and mandated
system growth.
Capital
funds to support
these ongoing
operations
will be eligible
for funding.

III¯

Project

Submittal

and

Approval

Process

Applications.
Allocation
shall be at the discretion
of
the LACTC, based upon an application
process.
Applicants
must provide
the following
information
in a Project
Description
Form (see Administrative
Guidelines)
when
applying for funds: .
.Certification
requirements
2.

Capital

3.

Implementation

of Mandated
Program
and legal
for funding and service
delivery.

project

.cost

proposed

funding

sources;

schedule;

4. Description
of expected
from projects;
5.

and

Estimated
annual
proposed
funding

service

operating
sources;

and

increases

and

maintenance

benefits

costs

and

" 0:4,9
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Maintenance
of Eff0rt (MOE) certification
that current
paratransit
services
levels (i.e., service
hours and
miles) funded from Proposition
A local return funds
will be maintained.
New project proposals
will compete with one another based
on performance
against
the above noted criteria.
Project
applications
must include adequate
information
to support
Commission
funding
analysis,
but should not be an
excessive
burden.
Approval
Process.
Approval
Shall be given for proposed
projects
meeting LACTC~adopted
criteria.
Projects
will be
evaluated
in the following-areas:
i.

Air

quality

improvement

2.

ADA

improvements

3.

Cost

4.

Regional

effectiveness
significance

At its discretion,
The Commission
may adjust and
reinterpret
evaluation
criteria
and funding
levels to
adapt to special
funding
situations
and opportunities
as
they arise.

IV.

Reportinq

and

Auditing

Requirements

All claimants
will be subject
to an annual audit and must
comply with UMTA Section
15 reporting
requirements,
the ADA
and Air Quality Standards.
The operator
must submit a project
evaluation
and financial
review four months prior to the end
of each demonstration
year. Any proposed
or foreseen
changes
to project scope, cost or schedule
must be included
in "the
evaluation.
LACTC will annually
review
and evaluate
each
demonstration
project
based on agreed and adopted project
performance
criteria..The
Commission
will determine
if the
project
should continue
to receive
demonstration
funding
and/or permanent
funding.
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SYSTZ/( CAPACITY
EXPANSION
COMPONENT
Adopted
April 24, 1991

This doc~ment
presents
the Proposition
the Bus System
Capacity
Expansion
component
programs
contained
in the Interim
Guidelines
a later date.
Statement
A.

of Fundinq

These funds
objectives:

are

C 40% Guidelines
for
only. Other eligible
will be addressed
at

Intent
intended

to

accomplish

several

primai-y

implement
service
that is cost effective
delivers
high mobility
per marginal
subsidy
expended).
Encourige
and
reward
improvements
to
effectiveness
of the base transit
system.
o

Strengthen
system.

and

improve

the

regional

(i.e.,
de!!ar

cost

transportation

¯ The Proposition
C Discretiona~.~
funds
are tc be the
"funds
cf last resort."
They are available
only after
all other funding
opportunities
have been e~hausted.
Project
A.

E!i~ibi!it7

Eligible

Projects

Bus Operating.
Projects
eligible
for funding
under
this
component
include
new service
and se~Tice
expansion
(e.g.,
headway
reduction)
projects
which
demonstrate
regional
system
enhancement.
Existing
services
not included
within the Proposition
A base
service
(e.g.,
projects
funded
with Proposition
5% Incentive
funds, Transit
Se~¢ice Expansion
funds
or other
temporary
funds)
are also eligible
when
temporary
funds
are no longer
available
for that
service.
These
services
will be treated
as a
priority.
Base service
is ineligible
for funding
under this program.
Bus Capital.
Projects
eligible
for funding
under
this component
include
expenses
related
to system
expansion
(e.g.,
new or expanded
service).
The
highest
priority
are additional
vehicles
to meet
service
expansion
noted above.
Capital
vehicle
investments
needed to operate
base service
are not
vehicle
eligible
for
this
funding
source,

rehabilitation,
new purchases and replacement
of
expansion
vehicles are eligible after all other
existing
and potential
funding
sources
are
e~hausted. On an exception basis, the Commission
may approve a project as eligible if using local
funds is demonstreted
to be more cost-effective
than the use of alternative funding sources.
The first one to three years of f’~nding for expansion bus
se~ice is considered exp. erimenta!. As a result, the
LACTC should
not commit to buying
buses with 100%
PrOposition C discretionary
funds for se~¢ice that may
not be ultimately successful. The following options are
allowable for lease, rehabilitation and/or procurement of
revenue vehicles:
Applicant
purchases
revenue vehicles
using
local return funds or other local funding
sources.
Under this option, the applicant
procures the vehicles and retains ownership.
The local funds used to purchase
revenue
vehicles
can be used to satisfy
the local
contribution requirement which is e.cua! to.~
cf the net cpereting budget cr 25% Proposition
A and C Local Return, whichever is less.
Applicant
may lease
vehicles
over
the
demonstration
period,
or have a contract
operator
provide
vehicles
ever
the
demonstration
period. The lease cost is an
eligible expense.
c.

d.

As a last re~ort, the Commission may allow
Proposition C Discretionaz-J funds to be used
in procuring or rehabilitating vehicles with a
useful
life exceeding
the demonstration
period. Application review must consider this
risk,
placing
a lower
priority
on such
requests than other demonstration
projects.
Should the experimental service not receive an
ongoing funding commitment from t-he LACTC, the
applicant must pay back into the Proposition C
fund the prorated share of remaining vehicle
useful life.
Applicant may calculate net present value of
lease over the project demonstration period as
an eligible cost, and use this funding along
witch other local funds to purchase a vehicle.
In this case, the vehicle remains in local
ownership
after the demonstration
period,
whether or not the service receives ongoing
2

funding.

While other capital procurements may be deemed eligible,
claimants are not encouraged to submit applications for
projects unrelated
to new or ex~.anded
service. Such
applications are subject to determination of eligibility
at the discretion of ~he Commission.

Certification that all existing fund sources
been
committed
and are unavailable
for
expansion services re.cuested.

have
the

Demonstrate how 38% farebox recovery (plus local
contributions)
can be achieved by the end of the
demonstration period¯
Codification
of full
participation
in
integrated countywide transportation system.

the

New se~ice proposed should re_quire less than the
countywide
weighted
average
local subsidy
per
ii~ked rider (local subsidy = Proposition A and
subsldv, excluding L~cal Return funds) after the
demonstration
period.
The countywide
weighzed
average
will be calculated
using the included
operators~ LADOT, the County and Foothill Transit.
Other applicants may be -included over time. LACTC
may exclude
some service
types (e.g.,
feeder
se~¢ice) from this requirement in the interest of
improving network integration.~
Good faith effortsto provide local contribution is
required for all project proposals.
The ~mount
desired
is ~he syst~mwide
average
local fund
contribution as a percent of net operating costs in
FY 91, local contribution
requirement
which is
equal
to 5% net operating
budget,
or 25% of
Proposition
C Local Return funds, whichever
is
less, in addition to Proposition
A Discretionary
MOE. Local contributions
higher than desired, and
improved cost-effectiveness
will be considered in
Local contribution
the project
evaluation.
includes the TDA and TPM definitions,
including
auxiliary income¯
Financial capacity certification for all projects,
as per the UMTA
requirements
and process.
(Applicants
must demonstrate
current and future
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financial
capacity
to continue
operating
the
new/expanded
service).
All capital
projects
are
subject to the TIP review and approval
process.
:-~znd ing Procedures
OnCe a project
for new or expanded
service
is approved,
the LACTC w!i± commit
to the level of funding
provided

--’fli~zat~ons

for

each

yea=

~,~i ~ ~assencer

results

the event
tnau
~ - propose!
s~mitted,
.
significantly
deviate
from
the
operating
funds
may be te~inated
at the end of any
fiscal
year prior
to d~onstration
period
completion.
capital
f~ds must be repaid to the Commission,
based on
a prorated
share of useful life remaining.
funding begins when costs are incurred relative
operating
t~ se~ice
capital
f,~ds
begi9
once
e~enses
are
incurred.
~f an approved
projec:
ls not implemented
on
schedule , the Co~ission
~a[ prorate
f,~ding
for the
~=~
based
cn ~he actual
~ta~-up
date.
If not
Dr~
....
. . ¯
~
-+~ of ~he scheduled
sta~-uP
~mD~ =mented
~
¯
~he
Co=mission
r~sa~es
the
?~=ment.
The Drojec=
; "
on t ~ ~DD!ic~!on,
~

proposed
Should

sta~-uP.
the

c3~ission
decide
to continue
funding
for the
e~ansion/new
se~ice
project
beyond
the
~-~ ~n~rating
f~ds
will be provided
se
. ~~iIce
.demcnstratlon
per~u~,
-<~L
a~owin~
at the
rate
of
for
the
se~4
ce e~ent
a~ua~, ~nat
inflation
to the
gro~h
in Proposition
C
st e~al
to the
r~te
of inflation.
f~ds
is at .le~
~ " ~ approach
will
be re~ired
to
ADDlic~nts
funde~ uncer
p~v~de
the warranties
and other
commitments
for the
se~!ce
consistent
with all Proposition
A Discretiona~
Guidelines
for ~he base
se~ice
level,
capital
funds
SUDDo~ing
these ongoing
semi ces are eligible
projects
fo~" f~ding ¯

Ill ¯

~al
A.

an~

A

ro~l

~ocess

A D!~ationsNew or revised project applications
will be
s~mitted
annually
and approved
or disapproved
by the
Application
fo~s,
procedures
Co=mission
policy board.annually.
Applications
and schedules
will be distributed
must reflect
a specific
se~ice
improvement,
including
4
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route and level of service.
Approval
and new
criteria

Criteria.
services
include:

Approval
meeting

shall be given to expanded
LACTCJadop ted criteria.

I.

Marginal linked riders per marginal subsidy dollar
(i.e., cost effectiveness of the service proposed);

2.

~
System integration
improvements
(e.g., feeder
service, system connectivity, express service using
HOV facility investments);

3.

Congestion relief
congested corridors

4.

Service
redeployment
efforts
which measurably
improve the cost effectiveness
of the base system
funded under Proposition
A (i.e., improved cost
effectiveness of existing subsidy dollars);

5.

Leveraging
and a~~racting
new funding into
¯
region (e.g., new
public or ¯private
funding
sources);

6.

Geographic
coverage
(e.g., ccmp!eteness
regional transpcr+-ation system);

7.

Regional

8.

The amount of local contribution (as defined in TDA
committed
’ ~
to the proposed
and TPM guidelines)
expansion project is a criteria for evaluation.

significance

(e.g.,
bus
overcrowding,
service expansion);

of ~he proposed

of th~

service;

and

New and expanded service project proposals will compete
with one another based on performance against the above
noted criteria. The 14 operators receiving Proposition
A Discretionary
funding for their "base" system are
required to certify that ~he base wfll be maintained with
existing funding sources.
Applicants
must
demonstrate
that
Proposition
C
Discretionary funds applied for under this category are
supplemental to federal, State. and existing local funding
and revenue sources.
Service expansion
project applications
must include
adequate
information
to support
Commission
funding
analysis, but should not be an excessive aaministrative
burden.
Applications
should be clear and concise.
Operators must provide backup infoimation if so requested
by the LACTC.
5
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~~
APPlications
Inrorma~lon
regarding
bus servlce:
I.

2.

must
’ a specific __~u~e th~ ~ollowin
~=~ ur expan~e~ transit

Definition of the route, headways by time of day,
service
hours and miles,
and total estimated
operating cost. ApPlications need not specifY stop
locations or specific schedule (i.e., arrival and
departure time by stop)
The LACTC service dispute
process will continue" to apply.
Analysis of
potential
service
duplication
in the corridor
proposed is to be included.
Projected new linked passengers to be carried by
the proposed project. New /inked passengers
are
determined by reducing estimates of total hoardings
by estimates of transfer hoardings.
hoardings
should
be estim
.... - . Transfer

~f passes are available to riders, these hoardings
should be excluded from the calc"alation above (pass
users do not need a transfer to continue a trip).
The resulting transfer rate should be applied to
all hoardings ~i.e., assumes pass users transfer in
the same proportion as non-pass users).
Transfer rates may be developed on a systemwide or
type of service basis, depending on the operator,s
data availability.
Systemwide or type of service
transfer rates may be adjusted based on operator
expectations
if reasons
for differences
explained and justified.
are
¯ n the case of pro~ect _ . .
overcrowdin~
on
¯ _~
~ ~n~ended to
existin~
~___~
exls~zng
transit
se--.~_
~,,~ _y~ ~uaruings
abov~
~_~xces, the
.... ~wi~e
stander;~
~
~
~
LACTC-ado~t-=
rot
overcrowdi~
eligibi!~tv
....
as --~ ~unulng
ri ~ .... ~[~ ~ me counted
co~ ~=slon
}uu~acted
by
~he
servic~
or.
marginal
no linked ......
= ~xpanslon.
The
must apply to this
group of hoardings as 2~ngers
well.
Estima~ed
farebox
recovery
and other
f~nding
sourhes which Will pay for
the proposed
APplication
m ~ ~=muns~rate
; ......
us~
~ mln~mL%m
_.be~ recovered
_ of
~ect.
of the estimated operating cost
tha~~ can
=
38%
from new passenger
far~s
and
other
loca
-~
-~men~
fo
-~,
(farebox
recovery
~ ......... ~
1 fund’-expansio~ ....
.
"~ ~=~ices
b 1no.....
a~ "~_~=~
new and
Y
~n une end of the

Bus C erat~m ; Applications
must include the following
information regarding a specific new or expanded transit
bus service:
Definition of the route, headways by time of day,
service
hours and miles,
and total estimated
operating cost. Applications need not specify stop
locations or specific schedule (i.e., arrival and
departure time by s~op). The LACTC service dispute
process
will continue
to apply.
Analysis
of
potential
service
duplication
in the corridor
proposed is to be included.
Projected new linked passengers to be carried by
the proposed project. New linked passengers
are
determined by reducing estimates of total hoardings
by estimates of transfer hoardings.
Transfer
hoardings
should be estimated
by dividing
the
nit=her
of boardings
using
transfers
by the
population of those passengers who would require
transfers
to continue
a trip (i.e.,
transfer
boardings/(cash
+ tickets + transfer hoardings)).
If passes are available to riders, these boardings
should be excluded from the calculation above (pass
users do not need a transfer to continue a trip).
The resulting transfer rate should be applied to
all hoardings (i.e., assumes pass users transfer in
the same proportion as non-pass users).
Transfer rates may be developed on a systemwide or
type of service basis, depending on the operator’s
data availability.
Systemwide or type of service
transfer rates may be adjusted based on operator
expectations
if reasons
for differences
are
explained and justified.
In the case
of projects
intended
to reduce
overcrowding
on existing
transit
services,
the
existing
hoardings
above
the LACTC-adopted
countywide
standard
for overcrowding
funding
eligibility
can be counted
as new or marginal
riders attracted
by ~he service
expansion.
The
conversion to linked passengers must apply to this
group of hoardings as well.
Estimated
farebox
recovery
and other funding
sources which will pay .for the proposed project.
Application must demonstrate that a minimum of 38%
of the estimated operating cost can be recovered
from new passenger fares and other local funding
{farebox
recovery
requirement)
for all new and
expansion services by no later than the end of the
6

BUS Capital.
All capital
project
applications
are
subject
to ~he TIP review
process
and require
UMTA
In addition,
financial
capacity
certification.
applicants
must certify
that buses
requested
are not
required
for operation
of base
service
funded
from
Proposition
A resources.
The capital
request
must be
paired
with an operating
cost request,
if funding
for
bo~h is necessa~Y.
Additional
includes:

information

required

within

the

application

Steps 1 through
4 of the operating
component
above
are required.
In Step i, the n1~her
of vehicles
required
to provide
the proposed
service
must be
specified.
A listing
of vehicles
proposed
for use in the
project
by type (e.g., articulated,
40 foot coach)
and source
(e.g.,
buses
redeployed
from
other
services,-current
active spares, energy contingency
fleet,
net additional
v~hicles
required).
The
Fleet Invento~.¢
table from the Sho:t Range Transit
guidelines
may be used
for this
Plan (SRTP)
submittal.
A przpcsed
approach
and cost
for
gaining
net
additional
vehicles
raquired.
As noted
under
Section
II,
new vehicle
procurements
are
discouraged
for demonstration
projects.
Options
to
be explored
include
delaying
retirement
of existing
vehicles,
leasing
vehicles
from o~her operators,
leasing
vehicles
from
the
private
sector,
rehabilitating
vehicles,
and procuring
new
vehicles.
Applicants
should
provide
evidence
of
financial
cost
effectiveness
for the option(s)
selected.
Estimated
revenues
by source
to fund the cap:Stal
request
is required.
The
Proposition
C
Discretionary
funds
needed
to supplement
all
existing
revenue
sources
is to be specified¯
Steps 7, 8 and 9 of the operating
fund request
are
required
here as well.
In the event
that both
capital
and operating
funds are requested,
Step 7
calculations
should
include
both
capital
and
operating
costs.
and
All

claimants

Aud~tlnq

Re~ulrements

will

subject

be

to

an

annual

audit

and

must
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financial
capacity
to continue
operating
the
new/expanded
service).
All capital
projects
are
subject
to the TIP review and approval
process.
FNLnding

Procedures

Once a project
for new or expanded
service
is approved,
~he LACTC will co=nit
to the level of funding
provided
for ~~e specific
project
for a demonstration
period
cf
between
one and three
years.
Applicants
must
submit
interim
repots
on results
annually,
prior
to funding
authorizations
for each year of the demcnstr~tiono
In
the
event
that
servi~e
and/or
passenger
results
significantly
deviate
from
the proposal
submitted,
operating
funds
may be terminated
at the end of any
fiscal
year prior
to demonstration
period
completion.
Capital
funds must be repaid to the Commission,
based on
a prorated
share of useful life remaining.
Operating
funding begins when costs are incurred
relative
to service~
Capital
funds
begin
once expenses
are
incurred.
If an approved
project
is not implemented
on
schedule,
~he Commission
May prorate
funding
for the
project
based
cn ~he actual
start-up
date.
If not
implemented
wi~zin six months of ~he scheduled
start-up
data on the application,
~he Co=miss!on
reserves
the
rlghz
to cancel
~ne’fundinq
agreement.
The project
demonstration
period,
and total
funding,
will remain
intact if ~he project is’implemented
within six months of
proposed
sta~-up.
Should the Commission
decide to continue
funding for the
se~zice
expanslon/new
service
project
beyond
the
demonstration
period,
operating
funds will be provided
for
the
se~#ice
annually,
growing
at the
rate
of
inflation
to the extent
~nat growth
in Proposition
C
f~/nds
is at least
equal
to the rate
of inflation.
Applicants
funded under this approach
will be required
to
provide
the warranties
and other
commitments
for the
service
consistent
with all Proposition
A Discretionary
Guidelines
for ~he base service
level.
Capital
funds
supporting
these ongoing
services
are eligible
projects
for funding.

III¯

Project

Submittal

and~Approval

Process

Apm!ications.
New or revised project applications
will be
submitted
annually
and approved
or disapproved
by the
Com=ission
policy board..
Application
forms, procedures
and schedules
will be distributed
annually.
Applications
must reflect
a specific
service
improvement,
including
4

DRAFT DISCRETIONARY
ADMINISTRATIVE-,GUIDELINES

GUIDELINE INSTRUCTIONS

PROPOSITION
C DISCRETIONARY
PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATIVE
GUIDELINES
INTRODUCTION
On November 6, 1990, the voters of Los Angeles County approved
Proposition
C, a measure
which increases
the sales tax in the
county by one-half
percent.
More than $400 million
in annual
revenues
will be used to expand and improve rail transit,
bus
transit, and paratransit
services
in the county. In addition,
streets
and highways
heavily
used by transit
will receive
operational
improvements
and better maintenance.
Proposition
C stated that 40% of the funds raised through the
half-percent
increase-,approximately
$160 million--would
be
set aside
in a Discretionary
account.
LACTC
staff
will
program the funds, subject to Commission
approval,
to projects
needed to complete the integrated,
countywide
transit network.
As approved
by the Commission
in the Proposition
C General
Principles,
the Discretionary
account
consists
of four
cbmponents:
Bus.
System
Capacity
Expansion,
Rail
System
Capacity Expansion,
Service.
Qualityand
Customer
Convenience,
and Mandated Programs.
. ..
II.

PROPOSITION

C PROGRAM

Proposition

C Discretionary

Focus
forth
o

GOALS

on the mobility
in the 30 Year

funding

should:

needs of Los Angeles County, as set
Integrated
Transportation
Plan;

Direct resources
to transit
needs that do not
receive
funding from Proposition
C accounts;
Encourage
and reward
cost-effective
expanded
service,
customer
convenience,
improve air quality;
Encourage
and local

5.

Be

applied

the maximizing
and
funding sources;
as the

funds

leveraging

of "last

othel~ise

improvements
safety and
of federal,

to
that
state

resort".

As the 30 Year Integrated
Transportation
Plan changes
over
time, projects completed
and new unmet needs identified,
IACTC
priorities
will
change
and the
focus
of Proposition
C
Discretionary
funding
will shift accordingly.
Thus, at the
Commission’s
direction
the criteria
set forth
in both the
Administrative
and Policy Guidelines
may change over time.

PRELlt~iF~AF~Y
DRAFT
O~LY
061
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III. PROPOSITION

Program

C DISCRETIONARY

PROGRAM FUNDING ELEMENTS

Applications for Proposition C Discretionary funding will be
accepted for projects falling within the following components:
Bus System Capacity Expansion - For operating and capital
projects that improve and expand bus service in the
County;
2t

Rail System Capacity Expansion - For rail capital and
rail service expansion projects that demonstrate regional
rail system enhancement;
Service Quality and Customer Convenience - For projects
designed
to increase
customer
comfort
and improve
convenience in using a mulitmodal system;
Mandated Proqram~ - For those capital and operating
projects that are needed to achieve compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act and the South Coast Air
Quality Management Plan.

IV.

~ENERAL ELIGIBILITY

APPLICATION

REQUIREMENTS

To be eligible,
all applicants
must submit two completed
copies of the application package, prepared in accordance with
these guidelines, to the LACTC by April I, prior to the fiscal
year in which the funding is first requested. Any required
documentation submitted after the deadline may not be gi~en
full consideration,
jeopardizing
final approval
of the
application.
Following
staff review,
applications,
along with staff
analyses
and recommendations,
will be forwarded
to the
appropriate Commission advisory committee for further review
and approval. Committees will then forward applications to
the full Commission for action. Full Commission action will
be made in May of each year, and applicants will be notified
of the Commission’s final decision within fourteen (14) days
of final action. Where feasible,
this should provide the
applicant with enough time to implement the project by July i.
A.

Ellgible Applicants
i. Bus System Capacity
*
*

Expansion

LACTC
Public Transit Operators
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*

Los Angeles County and Local Municipalities

*

Private, non-profit operators

Rail System Capacity

Expansion

*

LACTC

*

Public Transit Operators

*

Los Angeles County and Local Municipalities

*

Private, non-profit operators

Service Quality and Customer Convenienc~
*

LACTC

*

Public Transit Operators

*

Caltrans

*

California

Highway Patrol

*

Los Angeles County and Local Municipalities

*

Commuter Transportation

*

Transportation
Management
Ridesharing Agencies

Mandated

LACTC

*

Public Transit Operators

*
Eligible

Associations/

Proqrams

*

*

Services

Private,

non-profit

operators

Caltrans
Projects

and Uses

Applicants
should refer to the appropriate
Policy
Guidelines
prior to consulting
the Administrative
Guidelines
and submitting
an application.
The Policy
Guidelines
contain
a detailed
account
of funding
categories
and more precise definitions
of eligible
capital
and operating
costs
under
Proposition
C
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funding.

While Proposition
C Discretionary
funds are intended
as
"funds of last resort",
LACTC also recognizes
the need
for operators
to retain
prudent
operating
and capital
fund contingencies.

On an individual
case basis, ¯ the Commission
will work
with the applicant
in determining
a practical
definition
of "available
non-Prop
C funds" as well as reasonable
operating
and capital fund contingency
levels.

BUS

SERVICE

CAPACITY

EXPANSION

Operatinq
- New service
or service
expansion,
such
as headway
reduction,
that
is not
¯ included
in the Proposition
A Base Se]~ice
levels
is eligible
upon
demonstration
of
regional
system enhancement.
In addition,
applicant
must show that temporary
funding is
not available
for the service.

o

Do

Capital
- Funding
will
be programmed
for
vehicle
purchases
made necessary
by new or
expanded
service
(vehicle
rehabilitation,
in
special
cases)
and maintenance
if all other
potential
funding
sources
are exhausted.
Vehicle
purchases
made simply to maintainbase
level service are not eligible
for service.

RAIL

SYSTEM

CAPACITY

Base

Rail

Service

i.

Operating

EXPANSION
Expansion

All operating
costs associated
with
expanded
service:
extended
service
hours and/or headway
reductions
are
eligible.
All facets of existing
and service
expansions

light rail base service
will be presented
in

Proposition c Discretionary
Administrative Guidelines
November 6, 1991
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the Rail Operating Agreement. This biennial
operating agreement between the Commission and
the RTD will (much like the current agreement
expiring July 1992) outline an agreed level of
service frequency and expansion over the term
of.the contract.
ii.

Do

Capital

- Eligible

projects

*

Station modifications;

*

New stations;

*

Signalization
crossings;

include:

improvements

at grade

*

Facility modifications/expansion;

*

Grade separations.

Rail Extensions
i.

ii.

Operating

- Eligibleprojects

include:

*

Rail maintenance;

*

Other operating expenses
with rail extensions.

Capital - Eligible.projects
*

associated

include:

Right of way acquisition;

*

All EIR efforts
engineering;

and

preliminary

construction;
¯ Rolling stock.

SERVICE
Eligible
include:

QUALITY

ANDCUSTOMER

projects

for

CONVENIENCR

Discretionary

funding

Proposition
c Discretionary
Administrative
Guidelines
November
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Page 6
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Technological

improvements

*

Farebox

*

Passenger

*

Security

Capital

counters;
equipment.

and.o~erating

improvements,

*

Bikeway
construction
accommodations;

*

Transit

*

Graffiti

prevention

*

Customer

information

MANDATED

PROGRAMS

Eligible

projects

as:

equipment;

stations

and

Security
projects
Proposition
C Rail
4o

such

such

and

bicycle

park-and-ride
and

as:

lots;

removal;

services;
also eligible
under
and Bus Security.

include:

Extraordinary
marginal
capital
and operating
costs
associated
with
implementing
the
Americans
with Disabilities
Act;
Do

Funding
for LACTC’s
Consolidated
Services
Agency
(CTSA),
including
paratransit
and accessible
service
Extraordinary
retrofitting
vehicles;

do

of

Transit
the annual
plans;

marginal
capital
costs
for
alternatively
powered
transit

Extraordinary
marginal
capital
and operating
costs associated
with facility
modifications
that accommodate
alternative
fuels and power
sources.

All applications
will be.evaluated
on a case-by-case
basis.
Because
resources
are finite,
staff will select
projects for funding based not solely on their individual
merits, but by their performance
in comparative
analysis

Proposition
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with similar projects,
including
the stated goals and priorities
Plan.

Co

Do

ELIGIBILITY

their abilities
set forth in the

to meet
30 Year

CRITERIA

1.

The appropriate
Discretionary
Program
Policy
Guideline
contains
a summary
of the eligibility
criteria
that
will
be
used
in evaluating
applications.
Applicants
may apply
for funding
from more than one Discretionary
component
without
filling
out more than one form. An applicant
need
only
state
on the line
provided
on the General
Information
Worksheet
the
proposed
funding
compone, nt.

2.

LACTC
staff
will
detexmine
which
component
is
tapped for funding,
based on availability
of funds
and applicant’s
previous
funding
allocations.
The
various
components
overlap
substantially
on some
points,
and staff
may choose
to fund a proje’ct
through
funding
from two or morecomponents.

DURATION

OF PROPOSITION

C DISCRETIONARY

PROJECTS

A significant
number
of projects
applying
for
Discretionary
funding
will initially
be limited
to a
demonstration
period.
At the end of that period,
staff
will reevaluate
the project
in light
of its original
scope. If concluded
as successful r the Commission
can act
to permanently
fund
the increased
service.
No
demonstration
period will last less than one year or more
than three years; Base Rail Service
Expansion
projects
will have a maximum
demonstration
period of two years,
after which they will be evaluated
for inclusion
in base
service
levels.
Rail Extension
projects
will have no
demonstration
period.
LACTC
staff
will
evaluate
each
project
annually,
comparing
project performance
with its originally
stated
scope and objectives,
its integration
into the 30 Year
Plan, and available
funding.
The Commission
reserves
the
right to cancel
funding
for any project
that fails to
demonstrate
significant
progress toward its stated goals.
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AUTHORIZATION

The submitted
application
for Proposition
C Discretionary
must also include
authorization
and/or
approval
of the
proposed
project
from the applicant’s
governing
body.
Such authorization
must be submitted
no later than Jume
i to ensure full and complete Commission
consideration
of
the application.
FUNDING

DISBURSEMENT

Disbursement
of monies will be handled
one of two ways:
front-end
financing
or on a cost reimbursement
basis.
LACTC prefers
to provide
funds as costs are incurred,
though
at staff’s
discretion,
funds canbe provided
at
the outset
of a project.
Front-end
financing
will
primarily
occur when an applicant
demonstrates
severely
restricted
cash flows that prohibit
the applicant
from
undertaking
start-up
costs.
In addition,
staff may recommend
front-end
financing
in
an effort
to establish
a ceiling
on costs
for
a
particular
project.
Recipients
will be expected
to
employ a competitive
bidding
process
for procurement
of
goods
and
services
in an effort
to further
cost
containment.
Funds will normally
be distributed
on a quarterly
basis
to cover
expenses
incurred
in the previous
fiscal
quarter.
For large
capital
projects,
funding
may be
provided
on a more frequent
basis upon demonstration
of
necessity.
AUDITING

AND

REPORTING

OF PROJECT

EXPENSES

Where appropriate,
funding
recipients
will report
on a
quarterly
basis those costs incurred during the preceding
fiscal
quarter.
Upon receipt
and review
of the e~ense
report,
the Commission
will provide
funds to cover the
enumerated
costs.
If front-end
financing
is utilized,
monies
will
be
distributed
at the commencement
of the project.
In such
cases,
recipients
must still
report
quarterly
to the
Commission.
The report
should
include
a comparison
of
budgeted
and actual costs.
Quarterly
reports
will
be due on the
October, January,
April, and July. Failure

last
days
to submit

of
the
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required report with therequired information may result
in a cessation of fundinguntil
the report is provided
and reviewed by Commission staff.
Projects will be audited on an annual basis by Commission
staff to determine progress toward the achievement of
both project and Commission goals and objectives. The
LACTC audit team will submit recommendations
to the
proper Advisory Committee
on subsequent
funding for
audited projects.
EVALUATION

CRITERIA

Each Discretionary Program Policy Guideline contains a
summary of eligibility criteria that LACTC staff will
consider in the evaluation
process. Listed below are
brief descriptions of how these criteria will be applied:
I.

Reqional Siqnificanc~ -Applicants must demonstrate
the proposed project’s consistency with the 30 Year
Plan
and how the project
will.
further
the
completion of the regional transportation system.
In addition,
applicants
must explain
why the
proposed project fulfills a need currently unmet by
current transit programs.
Local funding commitment - The Policy Guidelines
explicitly
state
that the intent
is to fund
shortfalls; discretionary funds should be "funds of
last resort".
Operators
are expected
to
demonstrate good faith efforts (to the extent that
is reasonable
and practical)
in pooling
and
leveraging
outside .funds, and priority will be
accorded those who seek to maximize the use of
other funding sources.
¯
For rail extensions, the 30 Year Plan contains a
Local Funding Requirement policy which outlines a
desired local match for applicants who wish to have
a rail extension built through their jurisdiction.

o

Operatinq cost-efficiencies
and improvement~ Operating cost will be monitored against audited
Transit
Performance
Measurement
(TPM) forms
annually.
As stated in the Bus and Rail System
Expansion
Policy
Guidelines:
the LACTC will
discourage funding applications that do not clearly
demonstrate
how operating
cost efficiencies
and

Proposition C Discretionary
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farebox recovery will improve over the life of the
project or demonstration
period. For bus service
expansion,
a farebox
recovery
ratio of 38% is
required.
Farebox recovery and other operating
efficiency goals for rail expansions, and extensions
will be outlined in the Rail Operatlng Agreement.
o

Subsidy levels - LACTC staff will calculate
the
subsidy per vehicle service hour.
Subsidies
include
funding
from
other
Proposition
C
components, Prop A .Discretionary
grants, Prop A
Incentive Funds and exchanges for otherProposition
A funds.
Those applicants
who fall below the
average
countywide
subsidy
average
will be
favorably evaluated. In addition, marginal linked
riders per marginal subsidy dollar will indicate
the cost-effectiveness
of the service proposed.
Applicants must present methodology and assumptions
used in arriving at marginal ridership figures.
Customer convenience - Applicant must explain how
the proposed project improves customer convenience
and security, when applicable.
For example, a
proposal for additional security personnel should
cite surveys showing constituent
concern
about
safety, above-average
incident rates on certain
lines, or a combination of the two.

o

Mandated Proqram criteria - Different criteria will
apply to projects complying
with the SCAQMP and
those with the ADA:
SCAQMP-mandated
~projects must quantify, the
expected benefits to air quality and the costeffectiveness of the capital investment.
Do

I.

An ADA-mandated
project
must present
an
implementation
schedule,
project
capital
costs, explain the benefits to be derived, and
show that it will not duplicate
existing
federal law.

APPLICATION

INSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions
should provide guidance to
applicants wishing to complete the attached application
for Proposition C Discretionary funding.
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A detailed definition of terms, titled Application.Guide,
used in each application Section is attached.
Applicants
should
review
the appropriate
policy
guidelines prior to completing the application.
In
addition, applicants should do the following:
Carefully
estimate
project
budget so
funding requests reflects
the amount
implement the project. Inflated budget
or inaccurate requests could endanger a
funding.
Complete
indicated

each section
of the
in the instructions.

that the
needed to
estimates
project’s

application

as

Applicants need only complete one application for all
Discretionary funding categories. LACTC staff may choose
to reassign projects
to other Proposition
C funding
categories or other Discretionary components in an effort
to ensure both Competitiveness among projects and provide
the broadest availability of funding.

DRAFT DISCRETIONARY.
ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES

APPLICATION FORMS:
,/

SECTIONI

GENERAL AND
SUMMARY INFORMATION

,/ SECTIONII

PROJECT INFORMATION

,/ SECTIONIII

BUDGET WORKSHEETS
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PRELIMINARY
DRAFT
OI~LY
SECTION

I.

GENERAL

AND

SUMMARY

INFORMATION

An integral
aid in correctly
completing
the following
application
forms is the attached
Application
Guide. This guide contains
data
definitions
as well as step by step instructions
to calculate
certain
statistics
required
in the forms.
The application
forms
are divided
into three
sections.
Each
application
form
is
accompanied
with an Application
Guide to provide the applicant
with
clear instructions
on what information
needs to be provided.
Read
each Guide BEFORE completing
the application
form provided
in each
section.
And refer to the Guide while compiling
the necessary
data
to include
in the forms.

Applicant:
Contact

Person:

Title:
Telephone

Number:

Address:

Project
Proposed

Desired

Name:
Proposition

duration

8.

Governing

PROJECT

Body

Discretionary

of demonstration

Total Proposition
Funding Requested:
o

C 40%

Funding

Category:

period:

C Discretionary

Authorization

JUSTIFICATION

(attach

date:

additional

pages

as

needed):
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SECTION

APPLICATION GUIDE
I GENERAL AND SUMMARY

INFORMATION

The General and Summary Information
worksheet should be fairly
straightforward.
The intent of this guide is only to answer any
questions that may arise and to delimit the information requested,
allowing the applicant to avoid submitting too much or too little
information.
Applicant:
Identify the transit operator applying for the
funds.
Only one applicant should be listed, though the
funding may be shared by more than one entity.
Contact Person: Designate one individual in the applicant’s
employ who will serve as the liaison between LACTC and the
funding
recipient
on all matters
pertaining
to the
Discretionary
grant.
Include the person’s title, direct
telephone line (if appropriate), and his mailing address.
Project Name: Provide the specific name of the project for
which funding is requested. The purpose is to avoid future
confusion by at£aching an easily identifiable
title to the
project
that
will
remain
consistent
throughout
the
demonstration period.
4o

Proposed Proposition C 40% Discretionary
Funding Category:
Identify the component (I) of the Proposition C Discretionary
account from which applicant is requesting funds. LACTC staff
reserves the right to award funds from a different component
than the one requested.
Desired Duration of Demonstration
Period:
Demonstration
projects have a maximum life of three (3) years.
Upon
completion of the demonstration period, the project will be
evaluated
for inclusion
in base
service
levels~,
if
appropriate.
Total Funding Requested:
This figure
Line 24 of the Budget Worksheet.

should

be taken

from

Governing Body Authorization
Date:
Authorization
of the
applicant’s governing body must be obtained by June i, prior
to the first fiscal year of funding.
PROJECT JUSTIFICATION:
Briefly describe how the proposed
project conforms to the goals and objective set forth in the
approved 30 Year Plan. The description should include mention
of how the project
augments
the regional
transportation
system, improves upon existing service, or serves a currently
underserved transportation
need. The Project Justification
need not be lengthy, but it must Specifically
address the
project’s relationship to the 30 Year Plan.
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SECTION

II.

PROJECT

Projected
Participant
(s)
(applicant
should be listed

2.

4Q

Project

Site

Project

Start

PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

INFORMATION

first)

Location(s)

Date:

(attach

additional

pages

as

needed):

APPLICATION GUIDE
SECTION II
PROJECT INFORMATION
The Project Information Worksheet serves to provide LACTC staff
with basic information about the project as a supplement to the
Budget Worksheet. It will aid in LACTC planning and should provide
a brief but comprehensive summary of the proposed project.
Projected Participant(s): While only one applicant should be
listed for the General and Summary Information Worksheet, a
project may entail more than one participant.
A security
enhancement under the Service Quality and Customer Convenience
component, for example, might include both an operator and a
separate
security
force.
List all entities
that will
participate in the proposed project with a brief description
of their roles.
Project Site Locatlon(s): List
be affected by implementation
include, for instance, existing
maintenance yards., and bus and

all site locations that will
of the project.
This may
rail stations, park-and-rides,
rail lines.

Project Start Date: Identify the projected start date for the
project and indicate what "start date" entails, i.e., actual
service start-up, commencement of construction, awarding of
contracts.
LACTC staff reserves
the right to reject the
projected start date and to negotiate with the applicant over
the definition of "start date."
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The Project Description should include
the vital statistics
of the project.
Describe routes,
headways, time schedules for implementation and construction,
and any other additional
information
that is necessary to
provide a complete description of the project.

SECTION

III.

BUDGET

WORKS~TS

Applicant:

2. Date:

Project

Title:

Project

Start

Category

Date:

of Project:

__

a.

Rail

__

b.

Bus

System
System

c. Service
d.

Type

of Project:

Mandated

Capacity
capacity

Expansion
Expansion

Quality
Programs

a. Capital
__

b.

Operating
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PROJECT

PART

A.

OPERATING

EXPENSE
I.

OBJECT

Labor/Fringe

EXPENSE

INFORMATION

EXPENSES

CLASS

YEAR I:
ESTIMATED
FY 1993

benefits

$

_ YEAR 2:
PROJECTED
FY 1994

$

YEAR 3:
PROJECTED
FY 1995

YEAR 4:
PROJECTED
FY 1996

$

$

2. Services
3. Materials
supplies

and

4. Miscellaneous/Other
5. Less:

Cost
from

savings
project

6. TOTAL ADJUSTED
OPERATING
EXPENSES
(Add lines 1-4;less
line 5)

$

O78

SECTION
Page 3

PART

III

B.

EXPENSE

CAPITAL

CATEGORY

7.

Vehicle(s)

8.

Equipment

9.

Facilities
a. Engineering
b. Construction

EXPENSES

YEAR i:
ESTIMATED
FY 1993

YEAR 2=
PROJECTED
FY 1994

$

$

YEAR 3:
PROJECTED
FY 1995

YEaR 4:
PROJECTED
FY 1996

i0. Land/
Acquisition
ii.

Right of Way
Improvements

12.

Other

13.

TOTAL CAPITAL
EXPENSES
(add

thr~12)
14. TOTALP~OJECT
EXPENSES
14)

(6
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PART

III

C.

PROJECT

OPERATING
REVENUE

15.

FEDERAL

16.

STATE

YEAR i:
ESTIMATED
FY 1993

a. TDA
b. STA
c. Other
17.

LOCAL
a. Prop

A

b. Farebox
c. Other
18.

TOTAL
OPERATING
REVENUE
(add
15 thru 17)

REVENUE

INFORMATION

YEAR 2:
PROJECTED
FY 1994

YEAR 3:
PROJECTED
FY 1995

YEAR 4:
PROJECTED
FY 1996

SECTION
Page 5

III

PART D.

CAPITAL

CAPITAL

19.

REVENUE

YEAR I:
ESTIMATED
FY 1993

YEAR 2:
PROJECTED
FY 1994

YEAR 3:
PROJECTED
FY 1995

YEAR 4:
PROJECTED
FY 1996

FEDERAL

a. Sec.

9

b. Sec.

3

c.
20.

REVENUE

Other
STATE

a. TDA
b.

STA

c.

Other

21.
a.

LOCAL
Prop

A

c. Other
22. TOTAL
CAPITAL

PROJECT
REVENUE

$

23. TOTAL PROJECT
REVENUE (18 + 22)

$

24.

PROJECT
FUNDING
SHORTFALL
(23 - 14)

SECTION
Page 6

PART

III

E.

CUSTOMER

SERVICE

DATA

YEAR i:
ESTIMATED
FY 1993
25.

Total
miles

vehicle

26.

Total
miles

service

27.

Total
hours

vehicle

28.

Total
hours

service

29.

Unlinked
passengers

30.

Linked
passengers

Y~AR
PROJECTED
FY 1994

YEAR 3:
PROJECTED
FY 1995

YEAR 4:
PROJECTED
FY 1996

APPLICATION GUIDE
SECTION III
BUDGET WORKSHEETS

PART

A. OPERATING

EXPENSES

Costs under this category represent the marqinal operatinq costs associated
with the proposed project. Expense categories 1-4 are consistent with UMTA
expense definitions,
and as- required in Section 15 reports. All transit
providers
receiving federal funds should be familiar with these expense
object class definitions since they are required to submit Section 15 data
each year.. State all projected estimates, operating and capital, in 1993
¯
dollars.
Labor/Fringe Benefits: All direct labor, including fringe benefits,
associated with the proposed project. Including full time equivalent
employees (FTE’s) is optional, but encouraged. For those projects that
involve the shifting of labor resources, like bus redeployment, applicant
should provide marginal labor cost savings associated with the project on
Line 5. In such a case, applicant should provide worksheet containing
pertinent data, assumptions and calculations.
2.

Servloes:
project.

All marginal

service costs associated

with the proposed

"

3.

Materials and Supplies: All marginal
with the proposed project.

4.

Miscellaneous/Other:
proposed project.

material/supplies

All other marginal

costs associated

costs associated

with the

Less: Cost Savings from Project: All associated marginal operating
savings in categories 1-4 realized from implementing the proposed
project.

cost

TOTAL ADJUSTED OPERATING EXPENSES: Total lines 1-4 and minus line 5.
Represents total project marginal operating costs net of any cost
savings~
"

PART B.

CAPITAL EXPENSES

7.

Vehiole (s): Total cost of buses or light rail vehicles required for
the proposed project. For buses, identify number and use: peak vehicles,
internal/external redeployment, expansion on attached document. Provide
breakdown of costs exceeding the standard vehicle cost (e.g.,
special handicapped modifications and pollution control equipment).

8.

Equipment: Total cost of equipment required for proposed project.
Provide supporting itemization for equipment request exceeding $250,000.

033

Application
Section III
Page 2

GUide

Facilities:
supporting
i0.

Cost of new facilities
or facility
cost methodology
and assumptions.

Land Acquisition:
project.
Provide
appraisal.

Cost of land and right
supporting
documentation

11. Right of Way Improvements:
proposed
project.
Provide
improvements.
12.

Other:

All

other

13. TOTAL PROJECT
~documentation
14.

PART

TOTAL

OPERATING

All

Total cost of ROW improvements
associated
with
supporting
documentation
on location,
size and

capital

COST:

Add

Provide

of way associated
with the
on location,
size and

costs.

CAPITAL EXPENSES:
Total lines 7-12.
on assumptions,
methodology
etc,

PROJECT

C:

modifications.

lines

6 and

Attach

all

supporting

13.

REVENUE

15.

Federal:

expected

federal

operating

assistance.

16.

State (a-c): All expected
state
category:
TDA, STA and other.

operating

17.

Local (a-c): All expected
local
PROP C DISCRETIONARY
ASSISTANCE,

operating
revenue,
EXCLUDING
associated
with the project.

assistance,

by funding

PROPOSED

REVENUE:
Add lines l5-17. Represents
all expected
18. TOTAL PROJECT OPERATING
local and external
operating
assistance
absent of Prop C Discretionary
assistance.
¯

PART

D:

CAPITAL

All

REVENUE

19.

Federal:

expected

federal

capital

funding

20.

State (a-c): All expected
state
category:
TDA, STA and other.

21.

Local (a-c): All expected
local capital
revenue
contribution,
PROPOSED
PROP C DISCRETIONARY
ASSISTANCE,
associated
with the

capital,

assistance.

funding

assistance,

by funding

EXCLUDING
project.

¯ " 084
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22. TOTAL PROJECT CAPITAL REVENUE : Add lines 19-21. Represents all expected
local and external capital assistance absent of Prop C Discretionary
assistance.
23. TOTAL PROJECT REVENUE:

Add lines 18 and 22.

24. TOTAL PROJECT FUNDING SHORTFALL: Subtract line 14 from line 23. This
amount represents the total proposed Prop C Discretionary funding
application. Enter this amount on line 6 of Section I: Project
Info~nation.

PART E. ~CU~TOMER

SERVICE DATA

miles, including deadhead
25. Total Vehicle Miles: Total scheduledVehicle
miles, net of vehicle mile changes through redeployment. For example,
if a proposed project for bus system expansion involved discontinuing a
certain route and redeploying the miles on a different route, list the
total vehicle miles on the new route less the miles from the
discontinued route. For further discussion on vehicle miles definition,
and all other "definitions of terms used in part E., ~refer to the LACTC
Transit Performance Measurement reporting forms.
Total Service Miles: Total scheduled vehicle miles, less deadhead miles,
net of service vehicle mile changes through redeployment.
27. Total Vehicle Hours: Total scheduled vehicle hours, including
hours, net of vehicle hour changes through redeployment.

deadhead

28. Total Service Hours: Total scheduled vehicle hours, less deadhead hours,
net of vehicle service changes through redeployment.
Unlinked Passengers: Total estimated unlinked passengers,
expected from the project. The estimates must incorporate
impacts of any redeployment.
30. Linked Passengers: Total estimate unlinked passengers,
expected from the project. The estimatesmust
reflect
impacts of any redeployment.

or hoardings,
the passenger

less transfers,
the passenger
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ISSUE
Each year the LACTC
adopts
serves
as a guide
for the
legislation
and to direct
sponsored
bills.

a legislative
program.
The program
Commission
in the review
of state
staff
in the development
of LACTC-

RECOMMENDATION
In the next two months,
staff will share this draft with the LACTC
standing
committees
andother
transportation
interests
around the
state. A final draft will then be presented
to the committee
for
action at its December
meeting.
CONFORMANCE

WITH

30-YEAR

PLAN

The .legislative
initiatives
identified
are consistent
LACTC 30-year
plan and standing
Commission
policy.

with

the

BACKGROUND
The LACTC
State
Legislative
Program
assists
the Commission
in
meeting its overall goals and objectives
on transportation
policies
and projects.
As in our 1991 effort, this 1992 Legislative
Program
reflects
a multi-modal
approach
to addressing
transportation
issues. The section on Mobility
Improvements
offers initiatives
to
better
develop
and serve
highway
and transit
commuters.
The
Transportation
Funding
section
addresses
funding
issues which may
arise
or need
to be addressed
at the state
level.
LACTC
organizational
concerns
are addressed
in the LACTC Organization
section.

LosAngeles
Counb~
818WstSeventh
Street
Transportation Suite1100
LosAngeles,
CA90017
Commission
Tel213623-1194

Leading the Wayto Greater Mobility
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LACTC LEGISLATIVE

PROGRAM

The 1992 program includes several legislative initiatives based on
long-standing
policy positions of the LACTC.
Generally,
the
program reiterates the Commission’s belief that the LACTC should be
pro-active at the state level on transportation and transportationrelated issues.
Several new efforts the Commission may sponsor or support include:
Actively participating,
adopting positions on legislation and
CTC action and/or sponsoring legislation regarding state funding
of transportation programs, especially in regard to the federal
reauthorization bill;
Continuing a leadership
role in regard
administrative
actions affecting transit
disabled;
Assisting
in efforts
to enhance
services in Southern California;

and

to legislahion
for the elderly

deliver

commuter

and
and
rail

Sponsoring legislation to clarify state law in regard to local
transportation sales taxes and the administrative costs of the
Board of Equalization;
Co-sponsoring
efforts
to restructure
the Transit
Capital
Improvement (TCI) program into a multi-year funding program;
Sponsoring legislation
records; and,
Actively participating
regional governance.

to permit the LACTC to destroy obsolete

in efforts

on growth

management

and

The attached air quality legislative program identifies additional
legislative initiatives which may be pursued at the federal, state
and local levels.
Comments on the draft 1992 Legislative Program will be incorporated
and/or shared with the Committee in December.
PREPARED BY:

Claudette A. Moody
Administrator of State Affairs
Rebecca V. Barrantes
Air Quality Management

Administrator

NEIL PETERSON
Executive Director
NP:CAM:rag

:
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AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT

IMPLEMENTATION

LEGISLATIVE

PROGRAM

STRATEGIES

Support efforts which allow local agencies maximum flexibility to use
alternative, and possibly more efficient and effective strategies to
reduce vehicle miles travelled (VMT) and congestion to meet state and
federal air quality requirements. (Previous Support)
Support efforts to improve air quality through the implementation of
measures which are feasible, cost effective and achieve the greatest
health benefit per dollar spent. (Previous Support)
The Commission supports Working jointly with SCAQMD, SCAG, county
transportation
Commissions,
cities,
counties
and business
and
environmental groups to develop a reasonable and balanced approach to
achieving
Air Quality
Management
Plan (AQMP)
cou~liance.
Specifically, LACTC supports the consolidation of all transportation
control measures (TCMs) and indirect source control measures in the
upcoming 1991 AQMPRevision which are aimed at reducing vehicle trips
and VMT so that clear and legally enforceable commitments by local
governments are established to assist in expeditious implementation
of measures as required by the Federal Clean Air Act. Additionally,
LACTC supports
direct linkage and coordination
of CMP and AQMP
measures to allow all requirements to be met simultaneously by local
governments. The Commission should take the lead in developing TDM
and market incentive strategies which help to achieve the mode split
objectives of the AQMP and demonstrate the LACTC capital improvement
programs, conform to local, state and federal air quality requirements.
Financial Impact:

Potential savings to local government, avoidance
of LACTC project
implementation
delays and
overall reduction of emissions within or sooner
than.the required target dates.

Oppose legislation policy, or requlatory action which would preempt
the authority of the Commission in the planning and implementation of
transportation control measures and strategies required to meet air
quality standards. (Previous Support)
County transportation commissioners have the responsibility, authority
and resources to plan, program and implement an integrated program of
capital, operating and demand management transportation improvements
and strategies. Commissions are also the responsible agencies for
carrying out the implementation
of transportatlon-related
measures
under local, state and federal air pollution law. The Commission
should seek legislation
to further
support its role, including
increased responsibility, for achieving regional emissions reductions.
Specifically,
LACTC should seek to strengthen
its role in the
conformity process and have increased control and f!exibility to make

technology
emissions
re~lation.

decisions
goals set

Financial Impact:

and develop strategies
which, meet mobile
by local,
state and federal
air plans or

Effective
strategies
are
developed
and
implemented which save time, money and prevent
project delays and achieve emission targets.

Monitor legislation,
regulations
or amendments
which revise or
implement
air quality plans or mandated
transportation
control
measures, projects or plans. (Previous’Support)
The 1991 AQMP will be revised in 1992 to be consistent with the 1990
Federal Clean Air Act Amendments (FCAA). The Federal EPA and USDOT
will issue draft final conformity guidance to implement the FCAA.
Other guidance doc-ments or regulatory action will also be adopted by
the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to implement the California
Clean Air Act (CCAA). Additionally, changes to ’the transportation
planning process involving the role of metropolitan pla~ing agencies
(MPOs) and transportation commissions are being considered as part
the Reauthorization of the Surface Transportation Act.
The Commission will comment on these actions and advocate support for
our role.as an implementing agency, transportation programs as a clean
air strategy, and preservation of our decision-making authority. The
Commission also will ensure that guidance or regulatory actions are
consistent with the CCAA and FCAA.
Financial Impact:

II.

Legislative
or other actions support LACTC’s
ability to implement projects or strategies on
schedule or sooner to meet emissions reduction
targets.

FUNDING STRATEGIES
Support/sponsor
legislation
which generates
new
revenues
transportation/transit
projects which reduce VMT,
congestion
vehicle emissions. (Prior Support)

for
and

The 30-year Integrated Transportation
Plan includes a $150 billion
program of capital, operating and demand management strategies to
improve mobility and clean up the air. The FCAAmandates additional
reqt~irements which impose multi-billion dollar capital and operating
costs for conversion
of bus fleets
to alternative
fuels and
construction of fueling facilities. However, even if the 30-year Plan
is fully funded and implemented, we would still fall short of meeting
AQMP mode-split
requirements
and the funding required to support
advanced clean air technology development and deployment.
Additional
sources
of local,
state
pursued
including
market
incentives,

and federal
discretionary

funding
should
be
and formula
funding

in ’~he 1991 Reauthorization of the Surface Transportation Act, parking
and motor vehicle fees or auto-related surcharges, as well as private
sector/employer contributions of funds.
Investigation of marketable emissions-credit
negotiations held with SCAQMD.
Financial

Impact:

will also proceed

and

Raises heeded revenue to ensure that the South
Coast Air Basin will come into compliance with
mobile emission reduction targets and accelerate
the conversion
o$ t~ansit
.to clean
air
technologies.

Support/sponsor
legislation,
regulations or policies which promote
incentives and alternatives to the single-occupant vehicle and provide
increased funding or subsidy ratios for alternatives to the singleoccupant vehicle to reduce congestion, reduce vehicle trips~ improve
air quality and increase energy efficiency. (Previous Support)
Transportation
demand management
is an important
element of the
Commission’s work program for reducing VMT, congestion and improving
air quality. Specific proposals to be explored include:
obtain equity betweenparking and other auto-related subsidies and
transit funding/subsidies and seek changes to the state and federal
tax code to allow employers
to provide
a tax-free
transit/
ridesharing allowance (including parking subsidies) up to a dollar
per month threshold amount. The amount of the allowance in excess
of the threshold would be taxable to the employee and the ~ployer;
- regional

parking

fees or surcharges

to finance

public

transit;

studies to evaluate the implementation
of pay-as-you-drive
auto
insurance (possibly at the gas pump) as an incentive to reduce auto
usage and bring insurance
costs equitably
in line with miles
driven;
marketable emissions credits for developments
or companies who
locate near transit corridors
and financially
support transit
capital or operating costs or fund commuter incentives in excess
of Regulation XV requirements;
peak period congestion pricing on mixed use freeway lanes and HOV
]gricing on toll roads which is toll-free for vanpcols and carpools
and buses;
separate
parking
requirements
and costs
from developer
or building
owner rental
and lease
agreements
to eliminate
parking
q~,otas
and
support
the incorporation
of transportation/transit
alternatives
in developments;
and,

09O

vehicle emission charges collected at time of vehicle registration
or renewal based on annual vehicle emissions inspection and miles
driven. Revenues generated should go to finance public transit.
Financial Impact:

Will defer,
or lessen
to some degree,
the
construction
of additional
infrastructure
allowing for projected growth, maximize existing
capacity,
improve " air quality and lessen our
dependency on foreign oil.
;

III¯ CLEAN FUELS AND TECHNOLOGY
¯

Support/sponsor legislation which promotes maximum flexibility in the
use of alternative fuels; public and private sector incentives to fund
research, and develop, test, market and accelerate the use of the full
range of clean and ultra clean technologies
which have the maximum
cost efficiency,
are envirohmentally
safe and energy-efficient.
(Previous Support)
specifically,

the Commission

should support legislation

which would:

create federal or local economic development programs to accelerate
the research,
development,
production
and sale of electric
vehicles;
establish a public/private technical advisory committee of experts
from all modes to review and approve research programs for funding
to advise CARB or local air districts;
establish
a substantial
base level research
and development
discretionary fund at the state level which could be matched by
local, regional and the private sector cooperative programs;
establish a program at the Institute of Transportation (UC Berkeley
or Irvine) to fund, implement and evaluate new technology in all
modes to accelerate
the installation
of new transportation
solutions from the conceptual to widespread use;
support a long-range clean air technology pla~ing process at the
local, state and regional level to promote the inclusion of new
technologies
in land use and transportation
planning
and
progr-mming; and,
obtain
changes
in law,
regulations
state
and federal
level
to allow
for
of advanced
clean
air
technology
Commissions.

and procedures
at the local,
development
and implementation
by County
Transportation

Financial Impact:

Additional
local, state, federal and private
sector monies invested in advanced technology
will be maximized
to achieve
the greatest
mobility and air quality benefit.

Support.
legislation
which changes
current
law or requlations
establishing
a durability
standard for the life of an engine for
alternatively-fueled
heavy duty vehicles to promote the development
of alternative fuel engines. (Previous Support)
Current law requires that all heavy d~ty engines 7be warranted to
maintain emission standards for a minimum of 290,000 miles without any
major maintenance. While this regulation is appropriate for ~[eveloped
technologies, the application to alternatively fueled engines delaying
the introduction of technology and dramatically increasin- co o~o ~^
fa¢llItate the introduction
and development of alternative fuels,
staff recommends seeking a temporary relaxatlon of these regulations
9s they apply to alternativ~
fueled vehicles.
Staff supports an
Interim standard of I00,000 miles for the first two to five years of
any new technology.
Financial Impact:

Should reduce cost of alternative fueled buses by
up to 50% (or make them close to diesel fueled
bus costs) and should encourage
manufacturer
participation in demonstrations.

Support legislation or regulations whichwould impose the same heavyduty diesel emission standards for both buses and trucks. (Previous
Support)
Current Federal EPA regulations require buses to meet set emission
standards by 1993, while trucks are required to meet the standards by
1994. similar CARB regulations
also exist. Since there are fewer
buses than trucks, there is little motivation for manufacturers to
provide separate, economical engines for buses in 1993 when trucks
will not need that engine until 1994. Increased
bid oosts will
result. LACTC, APTA and operators are working with EPA and CARB to
impAement parallel standards for buses and trucks simultaneously.
Financial Impact:

IV.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Simultaneous implementation of the new standards
would result in cost savings to bus operators
compared to the costs of earlier implementation
for buses.
AND CONSERVATION

Support the expansion of transportation improvements and use of clean
air technologies
which not only address mobility and air quality
improvements, but support energy efficiency and conservation.

5
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To be a responsive
participant
in formulation
of local state and
federal
energy
policy,
the Commission
supports
legislation,
regulatory, funding or polioy proposals which promote:
EXPANSION OF TRANSPORTATION
FACILITIES AND SERVICES: Reduce the
growth in VMT and encourage greater availability and use of public
transit and all forms of high-occupancy and shared-ride services;
and reduce the imbalance between auto/transit subsidies and other
demand management strategies;
GREATER ENERGY EFFICIENCY: Incentive programs which promote energy
efficiency
and conservation
of existing resources
within .the
transportation sector;
ALTERNATIVE FUELS~ Support research, development and incentives
for the production
and distribution
of alternative
fuels and
alternative
fuel vehicles;
including
more efficient
transit
vehicles.through new vehicle design and engine efficiency;
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
AND RENEWABLE
SOURCES OF ENERGY:
Focus
investment in research and development of non-fossil fuel and more
environmentally sensitive energy sources such as solar, wind and
hydro-electric power;
IMPROVED ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY: Achieve reduction in major mobile
source air pollutants consistent with the California Clean Air Act
and 1990 Federal Clean Air Act Amendments; and,
-

REDUCTION
OF DEPENDANCE
ON DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN OIL: Bolster
energy efficiency
and conservation
measures
to reduce fuel
consumption and forestall the need for offshore drilling.

Financial Impact:

Energy cost savings could be channeled to expand
transit programs, research and development.
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MOBILITY

IMPROVEMENTS

The mobility improvement recommendations
listed below have been
developed to serve as a guide for the Commission in the review and
sponsorship
of legislation.
These recommendations
build on the
Commission’s 1992 program and adopted LACTC policy.
Sponsor legislation ensuring some degree of maintenance of
effort by social service
agencies
in order to maintain
existing transportation services for their clients.
,
There is some fear that many social service agencies will
reduce and/or eliminate existing transportation services once
the ADA provisions
for publio transportation
are fully
implemented. This action could seriously impact the disabled
and overload the general transportation
system.
It is
recommended that social service agencies, at the very least,
be required to conduct public hearings before funding is
reduced for these transportation services.
Financial Impact:

New legislation
would provide for the
utilization of all available funding for
transportation services for.the disabled.

Support legislation
to require social service agencies to
participate in the inventoryand action plan reporting process
required by the state for public services to the elderly and
disabled.
Commission
staff participated
in the development
of this
measure in the first half of the session.
AB 1410 is
sponsored by Assemblyman Lempert and is pending in the Senate
Transportation Commission.
Financial Impact:

Agencies,
such as the LACTC, with the
responsibility for coordinating services
for the elderly and disabled will have a
clear picture of the funding actually
being spent
for these
services.
Currently, these social service agencies
are not required to tell the coordinating
agencies
how
much
is
spent
on
transportation services.

Assist
in the development
of legislation
to identify
alternative
uses for the GM facility in the San Fernando
Valley.
Assemhl.y~.an
Katz has expressed
an interest
in finding
alternatlve uses for the closlng GM facility in Van Nuys. Of
interest to many is how the facillty can be utilized for some
transportation purpose. Staff will work with the Assem~,lyman
and other legislators on furthering this concept.
Financial Impact:

Potential to improve the local economy.
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Monitor and actively participate
conformity legislation.

in the review

of state ADA

The ADA conformity regulation pending in the Legislature is AB
1077, sponsored byAssemblyman Bruce Bronzan, LACTC staff will
continue to work closely with the author on this issue.
Financial Impact:

~ederal Bill.

Monitor,
participate
in efforts
and possibly
sponsor
legislation to enhance and/or provide, more flexibility in
funding for bicycle commuter programs.
Staff, working in conjunction with the City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation, is currently exploring options
for obtaining additional funding for bicycle safety education
programs. Any legislation
in this regard could be a joint
effort with the City of Los Angeles.
Financial Impact:

Enhanced funding or more flexibility in
the expenditure
of bicycle funds would
allow for th~ more efficient
and costeffective use of these monies.

Monitor,
participate
in efforts
and possibly
sponsor
legislation to enhance the ability of the Southern California
Regional Rail Authority
(SCRRA) to deliver commuter rail
services.
Intergovernmental
Relations
staff will continue
to work
closely with the Commuter Rail staff of the SCRRA, the Capital
Pla~ing staff and our sister commissions on legislative and
administrative
efforts to ensure the expenditures and costeffective
delivery of commuter rail services in Southern
california.
Financial Impact:

Ensures the continuance of state funding
for commuter rail approved by the voters
in June, 1990.

Sponsor
legislation
to ensure
that recently
enacted
legislation regulating the transport of hazardous material on
rail cars does not apply to commuter, urban or intercity rail
services.
Senator Mike Thompson (Napa) sponsored legislation in the few
weeks before adjournment to better regulate the transport of
hazardous material on rail cars. This legislation, SB 48, was
in direct response
to reoent rail accidents
in Northern
California.
Council informs staff that languag~ should ~e
developed to ensure that the new law does not ~mpact tall
transit services.
Financial Impact:

Potential savings in rail operations.

~ 1992 STATE LEGISLATIVE

Sponsor legislation

PROGRAM

on rail safety.

The LACTC is currently
sponsoring
AB 2163, a measure
to
enhance rail safety and allow for an increase in penalties for
violators of rail rights-of-way. Staff will continue to work
with the author, Assemblywoman
Archie-Hudson,
to address
concerns raised regarding the use of fines and forfeitures for
the educational program in the measure.
Financial Impact:

Additional
programs.

funding

for

.rail

safety

Monitor legislation and regulations affecting transportation
and local government issues, including: i) use of drugs and
alcohol by operators; 2) housing; 3) service requirements for
the elderly and disabled; and, 4) state requirements for’ local
officials/agencies.
It is anticipated
that these
legislation and/or regulations.
Financial Impact:

issues

may

generate

some

Unknown.

Monitor
and possibly
sponsor
legislation
regarding
implementation of the congestion management plans.

the

Staff will work closely with the Commission’s
Congestion
Management Team to assess the need for legislative change.
Possible legislation would clarify what happens to funding for
a city found not in compliance
with the adopted CMP. The
legislation would state that the funds be allocated to fund
projects
which
address
deficiencies
on the regional
transportation system.
Financial Impact:

Unknown.
Staff will present to the
Commission any measures on these issues
for action, as appropriate.

Support efforts in regard to ports access in Los
County and/or improvements to the Alameda Corridor.
The Commission continues to actively
improving access to the ports area.
Financial Impact:
II.

TRANSPORTATION

participate

Angeles

in projects

Potential additional funding.

FUNDING

Intergovernmental
Relations staff will continue to work closely
with the Capital Planning (FAST) staff to review and recommend
positions on transportation funding

09.8
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Actively participate, adopt positions on legislation and CTC
actions and possibly
sponsor legislation,
as necessary,
regarding
state funding
for transportation
programs
and
projects.
As in the 1991 Legislative
session,
the Commission
must
oontinue to adopt positions
on legislation
affeoting
the
distribution
of fuel tax funds and bond revenues. Possible
legislation
includes a proposal to advanoe funds from the
Highway Account pending the sale of bond revenues authorized
by Propositions 108 and 116.
;

Financial Impact:

Ensures a fair share of state funding for
Los
Angeles
County
transportation
programs and projects.

Sponsor/support
legislation,
as. necessary,
to encourage
private
sector
participation
in the development
of
transportation projects.
The LACTC has a long-standing
polioy of supporting private
sector partioipation in transportation projeots and programs.
The Commission" supported AB 2057 in 1991, legislation which
develops a process for private seotor participation
in the
development
of transit
projects,
¢ommenoing
with the
LAX/Palmdale projeot. If deemed necessary, the Commission may
wish to sponsor legislation as a follow-up to AB 2057 or to
provide for other means to encourage private sector funding
and development of transportation projects.
Financial Impact:

Potential
transportation

savings
funds.

in

public

Sponsor legislation or work administratively
to establish a
Board of Equalization (BOE) rate for administering sales and
use taxes at 0.75% for those counties with a combined sales
tax

of

1 percent.

Currentlaw does not clearly address how the BOE should assess
those counties with two half-oent sales and use taxes for
transportation funding. The BOE is interpreting the two taxes
administered by the LACTC as overlapping and has, therefore,
imposed
a 1.30% a~ministration
fee on the Commission.
Clarification of the law would benefit the LACTC now and other
self-help oountles in the future.
Financial Impact:

Potential savings for the LACTC.

Explore potential legislation to obtain tax advantages for
individuals and/or agencies operating electrically
powered
vehicles.
Staff would work closely with Commuter Transportation
and other interested parties on this issue.
Financial Impact:

Unknown.
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Monitor, actively participate in efforts and possibly sponsor
legislation
to delay,
if necessary,
the 1992 STIP to
accommodate
the federal reauthorization
of transportation
programs.
At the present time, the 1992 STIP process is proceeding on
schedule.
If the federal
government
approves
a
reauthorization package which includes significant changes in
transit and highway programs and funding, however, it may be
necessary to delay the adoption of the 1992 STIP to give the
state time to amend the state funding.process.
Staff will
continue to monitor this issue and bring it tothe attention
of the Commission, as necessary.
Financial Impact:

Unknown.

Support legislation
to implement
projects
identified in the
reauthorization legislation.

new federal programs and
federal
transportation

Once the federal reauthorization bill is approved, the state
would need to adopt conformity legislation to implement the
various programs. The LACTC will be an active participant in
the development of any legislation in this regard.
Financial Impact:

Unknown.

Co-sponsor
legislation
to restructure
the Transit Capital
Improvement (TCI) program (funded by the Transportation
Planning
Development
Account)
into a multi-year
funding
program.
The proposal may be jointly sponsored by all of the regional
transportation
planning agencies in the state. A multi-year
TCI program will allow for better planning and would conform
with the STIP process for other state funding.
Financial Impact:

More
cost-effective
planning
utilization of limited funds.

and

III. LACTC ORGANIZATION
Co-sponsor
legislation
regarding
the reorganization
transportation agencies in Los Angeles County.

of

Any legislation in this regard would result from the on-going
efforts of the Joint Reorganization
Task Force of the LACTC
and the SCRTD.
Financial Impact:

Unknown.

Consider legislation
authorizing
the Commission
to employ
local preference
clauses
or require
local assembly
of
equipment in contracts awardedby the LACTC, --
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Intergovernmental
Relations
staff will
Policy and Rail Construction Corporation
the feasibility of this concept.

work closely with
staff to determine

Financial Impact:

impact

Sponsor
legislation
obsolete records.
The - SCRTD
authority.
state law.

Potential
economy.
to permit

positive
the

Commission

on

local

to destroy

and Los Angeles
County
ourrentiy
have this
The LACTC would be seeking similar authority in

Financial Impact:

Savings in record storage costs.

Sponsor legislation to more clearly define the Commission’s
eminent domain authority as it relates to joint development.
LACTC s~aff has indicated
there is some ambiguity
in the
Commisslon’s authority to employ the joint developmen-tconcept
on property
obtained
by eminent
domain
procedures.
Legislation would seek to clarify the law in this regard.
Financial Impact:

Joint development of rail stations could
mean potential savings in public transit
funds.

Monitor,
adopt position
discussion and legislation

on and actively
participate
regarding regional governance.

in

The restructuring of local regional governanoe will be one of
the most debated
issues
in the Legislature
in 1992.
Currently, legislatlve staff is reviewing the report issued by
the Institute for California Studies. A Governor’s Task Force
headed by Richard
Sybert of the Office of Planning
and
Research, will be issuing a report on regional governanoe
later this year. Staff will continue to inform the Commission
of legislative
efforts on this issue, many of which will
impact LACTC projects and programs.
Financial Impact:

Unknown.
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